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1

Summary

This report was made as part of the Nordlet initiative 1, and represents the
Danish contribution to the intention of establishing a contemporary status on
Open Educational Resources (OER) in the Nordic Baltic Community. The Nordlet
project includes universities in Finland, Norway, Lithuania, Iceland, Sweden,
Denmark, Estonia, Latvia.
The report includes a discussion of criteria for understanding OER and its
different media representations spanning from distribution of electronic
documents, complex hypertext websites, and to fully interactive applications
online.
The criteria are used for observations of the large Danish platform for
educational content and guidelines, the “EMU”, and for further observations of
OER offered by educational institutions as well as public OER with varying
intentions of citizen enlightenment, or empowerment. They are also applied for
a general searches over the Internet.
The report leads to six main observations:
1) OER are difficult to find and not strongly represented on the Danish
portal, EMU.
2) The most strongly represented media types of OER are electronic
documents, websites, streamed or downloadable video, and podcasts.
3) OER with high levels of interactivity where user input has consequences
(such as games, simulations), are mainly targeted at school children, and
rapidly disappear from the larger picture in concurrence with higher age
and educational levels.
4) Large websites that offer thematic content in elaborate and strongly
hyperlinked structures are only found in initiatives for citizen
empowerment or for cultural heritage enlightenment.
5) Copyright issues are an obstacle for easy accessibility to OER through
public portals, and for various attempts at establishing OER for modern
cultural heritage.
6) Fully open OER where content can be added or modified, or setups can be
changed, are virtually non-existent.
The main conclusions made in the report from these observations are:
a) With the exception of a private initiative for school level OER (DUDA.dk),
there is no portal where teachers or learners can access a representative
choice of OER.

1

http://www.nordlet.org/
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b) OER can be found for many curricular and non-curricular topics, if the
teacher or learner is looking for something of relevance for a specific
purpose. But they are scattered, and of markedly varying levels of
educational complexity and quality.
c) Most OER offer content that is meant for educational purposes rather than
personal and private learning processes. The content is usually linear with
little or no support for different learning or work styles. Especially
documents and video seem targeted at a physical learning space, rather
than a virtual one.
2

Using this Report

Since the Internet is in constant fluctuation, and access to OER depends on
patterns of personal and institutional initiatives to share content on the Internet,
the details of the grand picture may change on a daily or even hourly basis.
Therefore, patterns of observations are more interesting than exact numbers,
counts, or statistics. This report is meant as a contemporary and general status
on OER in Denmark, rather than as an exhaustive survey.
The report is composed of four main sections:
1) Presentation of the reports contents, objectives and methods. (Chapters 1
- 5)
2) Discussions of definitions and criteria for OER, various media
representations, and educational levels. (Chapters 5 - 7)
3) Chapters reporting observations made from searches for OER a) on the
EMU portal, and b) on a private initiative for school level OER (DUDA.dk),
c) on college and university homepages, d) large public and noncurricular initiatives and e) from Internet searches. (Chapters 8 - 13)
4) Discussion and evaluation of the observations. (Chapters 14 - 15)
Additionally, there are three appendices; Appendix 1 lists portals sampled in the
report; Appendix 2 lists OER found in a search of mixed content types on the
EMU homepage; Appendix 3 lists examples of OER that led to the observations
of varying quality and quality criteria during the Internet searches described in
chapter 13.3.
The readers‟ interests may vary. If you are interested in understanding OER and
their theoretical and practical aspects, parts 1) and 2) may be the most
interesting parts of the report.
If you are a teacher or a learner with an interest in finding suitable OER, the
discussion of criteria in part 2) may be of some clarifying value, and the
chapters in part 3) on what can be found, and how, and where, may be
inspirational. Chapter 13.2 may be helpful in developing your own search
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methods, and 13.3 may be of some value for its discussion of quality criteria.
The lists of OER and OER portals in the appendices may also be of interest.
If you are mostly interested in the general picture, you may want to jump to the
concluding chapters in the last part of the report (Chapters 14 - 15), and go
back for reference to the previous chapters as needed.
The entire report may be navigated from the index, which will allow the reader
to jump to any chapter or subchapter. At the top right corner of all pages, the
“Go to Index” hyperlink will send the reader back to the index.
3

Objectives

The purpose of the report is to establish a contemporary status of OER in
Denmark as listed on educational portals, or found by searching the Internet.
The focus areas are OER for teaching or learning purposes at school level, high
school level, and college and university level.
In addition to this, it was decided to include examples of large, public, and
cross- or non-curricular OER that are typically offered to the broader public with
intentions of citizen enlightenment or empowerment. Such initiatives are an
important representation of the OER ideal of “giving knowledge away for free”,
and of numerous potential uses in educational as well as non-educational
learning contexts.
The report aims at establishing:
1) A general status on where, how, to what extent, and what types of OER,
one can find in Denmark.
2) A comparative status on OER at the respective educational levels.
3) Observations on media used for OER and their pedagogical potential and
implications.
The report aims at establishing these patterns from test samplings, rather than
an exact dataset for the constantly changing medium of the Internet and web
portals.
4

Data Sampling Methods

The Internet and Internet portals are in constant change; links are taken down,
new content is uploaded, and general revisions of structures and content are
frequently recurring. Exact counts of specific content types started today may
already be inexact when continued tomorrow. For this reason, data collection
was based on data sampling methods in order to establish patterns.

9
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The largest and only official Internet portal for educational content in Denmark
is “The EMU” (chapter 8). This site offers a wide variety of content including, but
not limited to, OER. It also offers total counts of content entries for different
educational levels and disciplines.
The EMU was chosen as the representative source for observations on media
types, and occurrences of OER at school and high school levels. Since it does
not cover educational content at college and university levels, separate searches
were conducted for OER at these levels.
The general data sampling method was test sampling of a number of first hits or
references listed on portals, or in Internet searches. The number of samples
varied depending on how content was organized on specific portals and subportals, and on specific purposes of the sampling. The disciplines “Danish”,
“English”, “Mathematics” and “Science” (Danish: dansk, engelsk, matematik
samt natur/teknik eller naturvidenskab) were chosen as test subjects for all
samplings and searches, since they represent large and popular disciplines at all
educational levels.
Random samplings on other subjects were done but had no impact on the
general observations from the test subjects.
Since the structures, references and “hits” for the test samplings varied from
portal to portal and from search to search, the specific sampling methods varied
accordingly. In addition to this, different portals and searches were suitable for
different purposes in respect of the objectives.
The different data samplings and their uses are broken down in the subchapters
below.
4.1

Data Sampling methods used on the EMU

As the largest public portal for educational content, the EMU was chosen as the
reference page for the objective of establishing patterns of OER media types,
and OER representation at school and high school level.
There are several relevant sub-portals on the EMU. They were tested in different
ways, depending on their structure and what kind of observations the subportals were suitable for.
The main portal lists links for school, high school, and the teacher college
education. Due to a highly different structure and representation of OER from
educational level to educational level, the links were tested to see if they led to
OER, and how they were organized, while it was chosen to conduct systematic
samplings and actual counts of OER occurrences and types at the “E-Museums”
portal, and the “Content Portal”.
The “e-Museums” portal is the only content listing on the EMU that can be
automatically sorted in categories (all, online, printed, other, free). More criteria
can be applied at the same time.

10
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Therefore, the e-Museums portal was a suitable place to find a sampling of
media representations: All results listed as both “online” and “free” for the
school disciplines Danish, English, mathematics, and science at school and high
school level were tested. A few of these results were not OER, either because
the content was too specific (e.g. class assignments for museum visits), or
because it was not accessible (dead links).
Most “free and online” results, however, were OER and the media types were
counted in order to identify and compare media uses. From a total of 436 items
listed for the disciplines, 106 OER were tested and counted.
For the “Content Portal” the first one hundred entries were tested for the test
disciplines Danish, English, mathematics, and science at school level, and at the
main line of high school level (stx).
For the “Educational InfoGuide” only general observations were made cue to
the mixed nature of the content.
4.2

DUDA Sampling Methods

The DUDA website is a private initiative listing OER for school and high school
levels.
The website was not made subject to a systematic sampling. Rather, a study
was made of how the content was organized, and random samplings were
conducted to ensure that the content listed on DUDA was not radically different
from the content found at the EMU, which was kept as the main reference portal
for testing the existence and types of OER for school and high school levels.
4.3 Sampling Centers for Educational Content and University Colleges
There are five Centers for Educational Content in the five regions of Denmark,
all driven by the university colleges of their specific region.
Sampling for OER was done by looking through the main page menus of the
centers, looking for listings of, articles on, or references to OER or other
digitized learning content.
From the Center pages, the main pages for the respective university colleges
were also visited and looked through in the same manner.
Since no results for OER were found (a few instances of articles on using the
Internet in teaching contexts and similar topics did not lead further), no further
sampling could be done.
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4.4 Sampling from Universities
There are eight universities in Denmark, all of which were tested for OER or OER
references on their main home page content and menus.
The intention was to establish OER patterns for the Danish universities, and in
this context the primary questions were a) if visiting the universities‟ main
pages would these lead users to OER, and b) if so then of what kind, and how
is it organized?
No search was done for OER initiatives at single faculties, institutes, or centers
except through the general internet searches, where no additional OER at
university level were found.
For the universities where educational content was offered from the main pages,
observations were done on content types, organization, and media use.
4.5 Sampling Large Non-curricular Public OER
It is in the nature of large public OER that they are publically known. Rather
than searching for this kind of OER, it was discussed and decided which
examples to include at the Center for IT and learning.
The contents and media uses in the examples were tested and described in
order to add the existence and potential of large, non-curricular public OER to
the status of present-day OER patterns in Denmark.
4.6 Sampling from Internet Searches
The purpose of the Internet searches were a) to establish if OER could be found
directly in this manner, b) to observe patterns if possible, c) to derive a set of
helpful observations for users who might want to try to find OER by searching
the Internet themselves.
It was not expected that it would be possible to establish any kind of systematic
overview of OER found on the Internet.
Searches were made attempting to locate general OER sites as well as specific
OER. Keywords used were various iterations of combinations of:
Free (Da.: gratis); content (Da.: materialer); educational (Da.: undervisnings-);
learning (Da.: lærings-); OER; learning object(s) (Da.: læringsobjekt(er));
school (Da.: skole); class (Da.: klasse); high school (Da.:
gymnasium/gymnasiet); university (Da.: universitet/universitetet/universitets-).
The iterations were tried without, as well as with, additional keywords for test
subjects in a) the test disciplines themselves (Danish, English, mathematics,
and science), and b) specific subjects in the general disciplines, e.g.
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“combinations” (Da.: kombinatorik); probability (Da.: sandsynlighedsregning),
“H.C. Andersen”.
Searches were done under the assumption that the general patterns for media
use and educational levels observed on the EMU would apply for the findings of
general searches, and that the main difference would be that OER listed in
Internet hits would be less frequent than OER listed on a portal specifically for
educational content.
Since nothing was found to indicate a different pattern for media use and
educational levels, no attempt was made at counting and categorizing the
strongly varying results.
It was decided that Internet searches would be sampled by opening the first 20
hits, searching for Danish sites only. The reasons for this were:
1) Practical: The objective was to see if OER could be found with relative
ease,
2) Psychological: The practical reason above also applies to users in general;
if OER are too hard to find; if an OER is hidden in obscurity as e.g. “hit
number 732” it is doubtful that many users will find it, and debatable
whether the “open” term is fully applicable.
12 hours were spent doing searches with various iterations as described. The
searches were not counted, but at an estimated time of 5 searches per hour
(some searches would lead to hits that could quickly be dismissed, others
yielded a few results that demanded a closer look), about 60 searches were
done.
5

Search Criteria for OER in this Report

Attempts at defining OER present varying problems, because OER is a concept
that stands for an ideal rather than an easily defined specific phenomenon.
Strict definitions tend to rule out some types of free content that might also be
regarded as OER, while less strict definitions may have an opposite effect,
where content that is plainly not meant as OER may also have to be included.
In order to circumvent this problem, this report relies on the following set of
search or recognition criteria for OER:
OER is content, that
1)
2)
3)
4)

Is digital and online,
Is fully accessible for free,
Treats a specific topic or subject for learning purposes,
Is formally qualified.

The criteria resulted from debates of existing definitions among the Danish
participants in the Nordlet project. The main views and observations behind the
criteria are laid out in chapter 6, “Definitions of OER”.
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6

Definitions of OER

The concept of “Open Educational Resources” was originally clearly educational,
connected to educational institutions, and therefore bound to curricular aims
and contents.
As is often the case with digital media; new uses, initiatives and developments
have led to smaller institutional as well as personal – or user-driven –
initiatives. Growing numbers of uses, types, and initiatives have rapidly
broadened the term. Today, OER embraces a concept or a notion, rather than a
single phenomenon that can be characterized with clear and well defined genre
boundaries.
For readers interested in a more detailed background, there are several short
histories on OER to be found, e.g. Friesen 2009, p: 1-6.
A discussion of existing and possible definitions may not lead to an exact
definition, but it may serve to clarify the concept of OER and the broad
spectrum of possibilities it implies. The discussion in this chapter also serves as
the background for the OER criteria that were presented in chapter 5.
6.1

Broad and Strict Definitions

According to the OECD report “Giving Knowledge Away for Free” (OECD 2007),
the most used definition of OER is:
Open educational resources are digitised materials offered freely and openly for educators,
students and self-learners to use and reuse for teaching, learning and research. To clarify
further, OER is said to include:
Learning content: Full courses, courseware, content modules, learning objects,
collections and journals.
Tools: Software to support the development, use, reuse and delivery of learning content,
including searching and organisation of content, content and learning management
systems, content development tools, and online learning communities.
Implementation resources: Intellectual property licences to promote open publishing of
materials, design principles of best practice and localise content. (OECD 2007, p:
30-31)
This definition including the same list of clarifying examples of what OER may be
is used verbatim at Wikipedia 2. The use of clarifying examples illustrates a
general problem when trying to define OER:
A strict definition would rule out large numbers of content representations that
may still have been created, or be perceived, and/or used as OER.
For example, a definition stating that OER must be strictly educational might
rule out phenomena such as Wikipedia, where Internet users of all backgrounds

2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_educational_resources
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can at the very least be put on track of knowledge they might wish to pursue for
whatever reason or purpose.
An example of a definition that emphasizes the educational side can be found at
The Hewlett Foundation‟s OER website:
Open Educational Resources (OER) are high-quality, openly licensed educational materials
that offer an extraordinary opportunity for people everywhere to share, use, and reuse
knowledge. (http://www.hewlett.org/oer)
A more loose definition, attempting to embrace a broader understanding of OER
by relaxing strict demands for genre characteristics – as in the OECD example –
will on the other hand inevitably lead to a necessity for further explanation and
examples, as reflected in the OECD report and Wikipedia.
In the OECD report, this problem is addressed, stating that:
A closer look at the definition shows that the concept of “open educational resources” is both
broad and vague. (…) Over time the term has come to cover not only content, but also learning
and content management software and content development tools, and standards and licensing
tools for publishing digital resources, which allow users to adapt resources in accordance with
their cultural, curricular and pedagogical requirements. (OECD 2007, p: 31)
OECD addressed the definition problem by commissioning a paper where
possible definitions and angles for understanding OER are discussed thoroughly.
(Tuomi 2006)
Based on OER initiatives, history, analyses and a discussion of the semantic
implications of the separate terms, “educational resources” and “open
resources”, Tuomi suggests the following definition:
Open educational resources are accumulated assets that
1) enable development of individual or social capabilities for understanding and acting
and
2) can be enjoyed without restricting the possibilities of others to enjoy them
and which either
3) provide non-discriminatory access to information and knowledge about the resource
4) generate services that can be enjoyed by anyone with sufficient non-discriminatory
capabilities
5) can be contributed to by anyone, without restrictions that exceed the norms of open
science (Toumi 2006, p: 35)
This definition is possibly the most precise definition of OER yet, but it still has a
few limits, at least (but probably not confined to)
a) it does not include questions of professional neutrality as opposed to
formative (e.g. ideological or commercial) agendas in the question of
openness, and
b) it does not include (but does not rule out either) a discussion of
reconfigurability in the discussion of openness.
These aspects will be elaborated on in the short debate of the semantics of the
term OER in the following subchapter.
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Another problem recurrent in various definitions is, that the term OER is
consistently used with a double implication of digitised content that is accessible
to virtually anyone. Such accessibility implies that the content must be globally
distributed, and therefore online. In the definition examples, the „digitized‟
aspect is included only in the OECD definition; but it seems clear that OER
should be understood as content that is both digital and online.
In respect of definitions for OER, the various suggested definitions seem to point
to a more amorphous genre of online digital content.
All the examples of suggested definitions above have strong clarifying value, but
they share a problem that is common in genre definitions; there are “grey
areas” some of which a strict definition will inevitably rule out, while on the
other hand, attempts at definitions that try to embrace all aspects do so at an
equally inevitable cost of precision.
Following the examples of Tuomi and OECD (OECD 2007, p: 32-37), a discussion
on the semantic implications of the term OER may serve a clarifying purpose.
6.2

Semantic Implications of the Term, “OER”

Although the full term “open educational resources” does not include the words,
OER are by history and tradition construed as covering material that is digital
and online. The term was not coined or meant to include free books or other
printed material, or free hard copies of software or other digital artefacts.
Although it is not specifically included in the term “Open Educational Resources”
itself, the “digital and online” aspect is an inherent connotation.
“Digital and online” thus becomes one of the primary criterions for OER.
When looking at the term itself, OER consists of the words, “open, “educational”
and “resources”. Separate discussions of their implications can lead to
observations that may further clarify the OER phenomenon.
6.2.1 “Open”
The word “open” has physical, psychological, narrative, and moral or value
related implications.
If a door is open, one does not need a key; if a room is open, one can see what
is going on in the room, and the room itself. This implies that one can attend,
and possibly take part in what is already going on, or that the room can even be
taken in use for new purposes. An open room may even be possible to
reconfigure to better suit such new purposes.
Openness also refers to various states of mind, including not having a secret
agenda; being open to more angles, methods, or theories; willingness to accept
more than one possible conclusion and so forth.
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In respect of OER there is no doubt of the “Open" term meaning “free”.
But, open should also imply, that the content is completely accessible. Web
pages that demand user registration are not completely open. The potential
user may be unwilling to read “terms of use”, or worry about future changes to
terms of use or privacy. There may be excellent educational resources that are
free, but where user registration is a demand. But the need for a password is
equivalent of need for a key, wherefore such sites are not considered OER in
this report.
Openness also implies professional neutrality or objectivity. This observation
touches upon a “grey zone” rather than on an objective criterion, since in the
end, nothing can be said if not on the basis of a paradigm and one or more
axioms. But on the other hand, an OER on, say, nutrition offered by a
healthcare firm might favor certain healthcare programs or philosophies at the
cost of objectivity and neutrality, and for this reason wouldn‟t be the most likely
first choice for a qualified learning process on nutrition.
Finally the question of “openness for use” gives rise to several possible nuances
in respect of OER, which are also implied in Tuomi‟s definition, including “can
anyone use the content”, or “can the content be changed or reconfigured by the
user(s)”.
The foremost question of “openness for use” is probably one that can also be
derived from observations of free teaching and learning content online:
If content was made for a specific purpose, for a specific subject, and for a
specific educational context, it is debatable if it is of much use for anyone
outside the specific context.
A preliminary answer to this problem could be that if information and/or tasks
can stand alone and are sufficiently well described that they can still potentially
be used in a new context, the content may be regarded as OER, while content
that demands use of other specific content (books, movies, museum exhibitions,
classroom equipment etc.) or for other reasons cannot stand alone, is not OER.
Finally, the questions of accessibility and global distribution imply that OER
should be relatively easy to find. If educational content is distributed or
publicized at a local level, where it is unlikely that the public will find it or
become aware of its existence the OER term may formally apply, but the level of
openness will be debatable. The notion that OER should be visible to the public
and found at relative ease has been applied to the search patterns in this report.
6.2.2 “Educational”
Basically, anything can be used for teaching and learning purposes. Yet, it would
be misleading to regard everything that is free and online as OER.
The Internet is abundant with people sharing knowledge and experience. If one
was to search for, say, “how to raise German shepherds” lots of content would
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be found. One can very likely learn a lot from such content, but it is hardly
“educational” in any formal way.
“Educational” implies that one can learn something new at a formally qualified
level. This establishes an important difference from knowledge sharing, peer-topeer learning, or apprenticeship learning:
Education is something that happens when one or more educated persons with
formal qualifications on a subject teach their knowledge or skills on the subject
to others.
An OER on raising German shepherds should thus contain content made by
biologists, zoologists, animal psychologists, or other people sharing formally
educated knowledge. Such an OER might well have many similarities with
knowledge from experienced dog owners or breeders, but in addition it might
also contain important observations on common misunderstandings that one
were at risk of finding in other places.
In the online context of OER, the word “educational” thus establishes two
important differences between shared knowledge and shared educational
knowledge:
1) OER refers to content that is formally qualified.
2) The content is meant as a possible help for learning on the subject or
topic it concerns.
These observations cannot be objectively embraced in a definition, a) since it is
not always possible to establish with absolute certainty that OER are indeed
made by people with formal qualifications for the topic, and b) because virtually
any content has some potential for learning purposes, there is no clear and
certain way to distinguish intentional from non-intentional learning potential.
The observations may instead serve as general guidelines for distinguishing
educational content from content with other kinds of learning potential, e.g.
websites in general, or peer to peer knowledge sharing.
On an additional note, the observations may be of interest for the ongoing
debate of whether the general terminology in educational contexts should focus
on “teaching”, or on “learning”. With respect to OER, this problem is addressed
as follows in the OECD report:
It is sometimes argued that to acknowledge and strengthen the importance of this role of OER,
the term “education” should be replaced by “learning” and a better term would be “open
learning resources”. Without wishing to diminish the importance of OER in informal or
nonformal learning, the Secretariat has chosen to remain with the existing terminology. The
reason is pragmatic: the OER movement is growing very rapidly and it would be unwise to
change terminology as more and more people learn about the phenomenon under the name of
OER. (OECD 2007, p: 36)
It is arguably true that understanding how people learn is sine qua non with
regards to understanding how to teach, and that “learning” is therefore a highly
important focus for educational contexts in general. But it is also arguably true
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that anything can potentially support learning. The argument that educational
content must be qualified may also be an argument for the established term
“OER” as suitable for supporting awareness of content that will support learning
processes at a qualified level.
6.2.3 “Content”
In a media context, content refers to treatment of specific topics or subjects. In
an educational context, content may also to some degree refer to the difficulty
or educational level at which the subjects or topics are treated.
Content may be purely informational, it may be training or exercises, it may be
self tests, or simulations, or it may be combinations of two or more of the
above.
In respect of OER, content may be presented and represented in several ways,
please refer to chapter 7 on media types.
7

Categories for Media Types and Educational Levels

In order to meet the objectives, two sets of categories are needed in addition to
the OER criteria listed in chapter 5:
1) Media categories
2) Educational levels
The media categories are meant to serve as a general distinction between
various levels and degrees of multimedia use, hypertext structures, and
interactive applications.
The categories are based on observations from practice, rather than multimedia
or hypertext theories.
The educational levels are common ground for the countries involved in the
Nordlet project; they are addressed in this chapter for clarifying purposes in
respect of possible cultural differences between the specifics of national
educational systems.
7.1

Media Types and Their Pedagogical Implications

Distinctions between different media types used for OER are necessary for
establishing patterns of OER complexity and possible uses.
The following suggested categories are not meant as an entry in existing
debates on hypertext structures or interactivity, but as observation based listing
of media types of “digital and online content”.
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Some general practical, technical or pedagogical aspects of the various media
types observed, were observed for determining the media categories. These
implications are included in the descriptions. This serves a double purpose, a) as
a necessary part of the explanation of the rationale behind the categories, and
b) as an offset for practical and pedagogical aspects debated in the concluding
chapters in the report.
It should be noted that the comments on pedagogical implications of the various
media types are meant as observations, not as positive or negative evaluations:
If one medium supports a learning tradition based on reading, looking and
listening, another supports mobile learning, and a third supports mobile
learning, one should not be considered better than the other, but rather as
alternatives that support different learning contexts and preferences.
It may also be relevant to note that OER searches on some portals such as the
EMU – or on the Internet – will often lead to offers of content that do not meet
the OER criteria.
Such content includes offers of:
Printed content,
events (offers of guest teachers, guided tours, or other events designed
to take place in a physical learning space),
event specific content (content that is for use specifically in connection
with movies, theater or museum visits, guided tours, or other events
designed to take place in a specific physical learning context),
hardcopies (CD or DVD copies of movies, audio material, software, or
other applications),
content that must be paid for (including time-limited, trial-based, or
less than full access offers),
content that demands registration for user accounts.
The media types that can be found when searching for OER include:
7.1.1 Digitized Documents
Offers of free electronic documents for download without an internal hypertext
structure. Documents for download may be in pdf, word, or in some instances
“pure text on webpage” formats.
Digitized documents are the electronic parallel to printed material, as opposed
to websites and interactive documents.
Like printed material, digitized documents may include references to websites
and URLs, but they are similar to printed material in being “flat” documents
without internal interactive functions.
If links in a text are only external, the text is a hypertext by definition, but
unless the content also includes an internal hypertext structure it is considered
as a pure “downloadable document” in this report.
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Digitized documents may or may not include facilitation of self-learning,
classroom studies, instructional text and/or exercises, tests or other forms of
evaluation or assessment. The documents may be word files, pdf files, or pure
text webpages without menus or other interactive functions.
Digitized documents represent the most basic level of digitized content; the
content is online, but solely as a means of distribution. Electronic documents are
connected to physical space, to experiences of reading or solving tasks on
paper, or given on paper. Whether they are actually printed, or read on a screen
is of little or no significance; they represent learning by reading and/or solving
tasks or tests on paper.
7.1.2 Video or Audio Content
Streamed or downloadable video or audio content, not offered as a podcast
service.
There are obvious and important differences between audio and video media,
but in respect of OER, they have in common that something has been recorded,
possibly edited, and that the final recording is being distributed via the Internet.
Recording, with or without pictures to support the experience, is a way to
document an event, or an explanation, possibly with insertions of additional
comments or references.
Streamed or downloadable video or audio content represents a basically linear
transfer of knowledge, suggestions, or ideas, which are distributed online.
Therein these content types are closely related to the physical connotations on
online documents; they represent learning by passively looking and/or listening.
Audio and video content can potentially be edited so that more content is
combined, e.g. a documentation of an event or an observation with e.g.
additional comments or cross referencing to other events or observations.
Video and audio may be seen as a substitute for “being there” and additionally
as a permanent documentation that can be accessed as many times as
necessary or relevant.
7.1.3 Podcasts
Podcasts are mostly, but not strictly, limited to news or text messages, and
audio or video content. The difference from other text, audio, or video content
lies in the podcast subscription offering continuous feeds of news in areas of
interest.
Podcast subscriptions can be received as stationary or mobile content, or both.
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One difference between podcasts and other online text, audio and video
resources, is that once the subscription for a podcast has been made, the user
does not have to actively return to a certain page or environment to check for
updates; the resource and content creators – the podcasters – have a direct
transmission line to the user.
While the content is still in linear media formats, connected to the “learning
from reading/looking/listening” experiences discussed for text, video and audio
formats, it is also different in several ways:
It allows for an ongoing mix of content formats, for shorter bursts and longer
transmissions of content, it includes a stronger support of mobility, and it
implies a constant „keeping in touch, where content is delivered to the user
rather than sought out personally on an ongoing basis.
7.1.4 Websites and Hypertext Documents
Content represented in hypertext structures that can be navigated by the aid or
menus, sliders, or other „mouse actions‟. Websites and hypertext documents
may include multimedia varying from streamed or downloadable audio or video
content, images, or animations.
Websites support organization and structured presentations of information and
furthermore more media representations. Websites usually consist of text
organized in a menu-controlled structure with subchapters, or assorted texts.
In addition, they can contain pictures, streamed video or audio, and animations.
The text content may include direct links to external sources or references.
Finally, websites can also contain various types of interactive applications, in
which case they allow for more user activity than the conventional webpage.
Websites with applications are treated separately below.
Websites that present text, images, and possibly sound or video, primarily
support learning by reading, looking, listening. The user has options of browsing
by interests, present needs; popularly speaking “to shop for information”. While
this allows the user a level of control, the communication is still basically oneway. The primary type of learning supported by websites is thus one based on
literacy and reading.
7.1.5 Websites with Applications
Websites that consist of, or include interactive content that allows for - or even
depends on - user input, e.g. simulations, interactive formulae, games,
electronic tests.
Creating applications and integrating them into website structure demands a
certain level of expertise in or understanding of software programming, or
access to and ability to use interfaces for producing applications. It is simply
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more demanding on time, resources and skills than conventional website
production.
Applications may be meant as entertaining ways of presenting the content, e.g.
games or interactive stories on a topic. But, they may also be completely
serious and to-the-point simulations, visualizations, or training applets.
Applications thus have a potential for entertainment value, and a no less
important potential for supporting various learning styles, contexts, and
preferences, e.g. by adding “trial and error”, “try it yourself”, or “see the
consequences of changing the factors” approaches. Websites with applications
have a potential of supporting approaches to learning where the learner can
shift back and forth between passive (or receptive) modes and active modes.
7.1.6 Content-driven Virtual Spaces
Offers of online content, where users can participate and interact with each
other on subjects defined by the main content. Free virtual spaces that allow for
users to share content defined by their own interests are not content-driven.
Content-driven virtual spaces combine the offer of a specific content with
optional user participation, e.g. in debates or forums.
This means that possibilities for collaborative learning is added to the content,
and may be used on a peer-to-peer basis, as well as a learner-to–instructor-tolearner basis.
The reason for the designation” Content-driven virtual spaces” rather than, e.g.
“Web 2.0 websites” is, that while user participation is facilitated, the main
content is not user-generated.
7.1.7 Downloadable Applications
Fully interactive content to download and run on computers or other hardware
interfaces, e.g. simulations, electronic tests.
The practical and pedagogical implications are the same as for applications on
websites, with the possible addition of better support for mobile learning, since
downloadable applications can be used offline.
7.2

How Combined Media Uses are Counted in the Report

Some OER that have been observed for this report consist of more than one pdf
file, others are a website with a “teacher‟s book” offered as a pdf file, others are
websites with several downloadable articles in pdf format, and most websites
with streamed content or online applications are websites, where the streamed
content or online applications are only a part of the entire content offered.
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When sampling OER for this report the following guidelines were applied for the
observations:
If a single content consists of more than one document, it is counted as a
single OER in a digitized document format.
When a streamed or downloadable video or audio content was clearly the
main content offered, e.g. with only a few general notes if on a website, it
was regarded as video or audio content.
If streamed or downloadable content is part of a larger OER website, it is
not a primary content, and the OER is therefore regarded as one OER in
the website format.
7.3

Educational Levels

For the sake of a clearer international perspective, this subchapter offers a short
explanation of educations represented in the Danish Educational System, as
reflected in some of the portals and contents discussed.
7.3.1 School Level
School level is often referred to as „Grundskolen‟ in Danish, which can be
translated to “basic, or common school”. The Danish term is strongly associated
with state schools, but it also formally includes private schools, which must be
formally accepted by the Danish Ministry of Education, meeting a common set of
educational demands. Private schools may have a strong focus on, e.g. a certain
line of pedagogical practice, but the school disciplines must meet the demands
of the rest of the educational system.
Because of this standardization, OER that may be found for school subjects has
potential use in Danish School and for any Danish pupil. For this reason content
and OER in this area is treated under the general term, “school level”.
7.3.2 High School Level
The Danish educational system has a number of different variations of high
school education. Besides from the traditional high school (stx), there is hf with
an emphasis on practice, htx with an emphasis on technology and science, and
hhx with a mercantile emphasis.3
Despite the variations, most disciplines are represented in all the variations,
wherefore content and OER are treated under the common term, “high school”.

3

http://www.uvm.dk/Uddannelse/Gymnasiale%20uddannelser/Love%20og%20regler/Bekendtgoerelser.aspx
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7.3.3 College and University Levels
College and university education includes professional bachelor studies at
university colleges, and bachelor and master programs at universities.
7.3.4 Vocational Education
Vocational education includes offers of short courses aimed at basic vocational
qualifications (“amu”), as well as specific lines of study for 1½-2½ years (“kvu”;
“mvu”). The vocational educations are strongly aimed at qualifying for specific
job types, and do not formally qualify for college or university studies.
Content and OER for vocational educations are not treated in this report.
8

The EMU

”EMU” or ”The EMU” (http://www.emu.dk/) is a large public Danish portal for
educational content. The EMU is offered to the public by UNI•C, an agency
under the Danish Ministry of Education, which delivers a variety of IT services to
the educational and research communities, including a national intranet for
schools and educational institutions.
EMU was originally an acronym for ”Electronic Marketplace for Educational
Content” (Elektronisk Markedsplads for Undervisningsmateriale). This was later
changed to ”Electronic Meeting Place for the Educational World (Elektronisk
Mødested for Undervisningsverdenen). Today, the acronym is the formal name
of the portal which is now known simply as, “EMU”, or “The Emu”. On pages
with content targeted mainly at the youngest school classes, a blue toy emu is
occasionally used to present articles on various subjects.
The concept is liberal in the sense that professionals can publish content or
references to content without having to meet any set of pedagogical or technical
specifications. Content may be free, partly free or fully commercial, and varies
from descriptions and links to books for educational use or other paid services,
through free samples, to fully free content.
The EMU is closely connected to the school and high school educational levels;
uploading content demands a login for the intranet services offered to these
educational levels.
On the EMU front page, several subportals are listed, including for example
content on educational test projects. The portals of relevance for this report are
those for school, high school, and college and adult education, the “E-Museums”
portal, the “Content Portal”, and the “Educational InfoGuide”.
8.1

EMU Main Site Content for Schools

School content is subdivided into two sections; one for teachers and one for
school children.
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8.1.1 EMU Main Site Content for School Teachers
Following the link for school teachers (http://www.emu.dk/gsk/), leads to a
website with a list of school disciplines, e.g. mathematics, foreign languages
(English, French, German), science, sports, history, Danish and Danish
literature, etc.
There are also references to various themes and topics for the teacher work,
tasks and responsibilities, such as background articles on e.g. web ethics, school
projects, news media, assessment etc.
Following the links to the various disciplines, leads to more background and
legal information related to the specific discipline, and to a list of themes with
suggestions for school work and projects.
8.1.2 EMU Main Site Content for School Children
Following the link for school children (http://www.emu.dk/elever-gsk), leads to
a menu page with large pictures that link to sections for: 0th to 3rd grade, 4th to
6th grade, 7th to 10th grade, for parents (background information and
suggestions for helping the children with homework), “EMU‟s Room” (a social
network page where teachers, pupils and classes can upload or create and share
pictures and comments), and finally “The Trainer” (Da.: Træneren).

EMU content for school children main page, http://www.emu.dk/elever-gsk

Opening the links for 0th to 3rd grade, or the 4th to 6th grade, leads to pages that
are almost identically organized with a new menu linking to four main
categories: Danish and other humanities disciplines such as Christian
faith/history, English; Mathematics and science; creative and practical
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disciplines such as music and woodwork; and finally “Tools” which leads to
online quizzes, events, interactive tests and advice on internet security for
children etc.)

EMU content for school children, 4th to 6th grade.

Following the content links, leads to a new page listing small online applications,
games, and – mostly – texts and background articles (e.g. on third world
countries) written and illustrated for children. There is no strict structure; for
instance, the “Games” are for all school disciplines and thus not confined to the
main disciplines for the chosen resource page.
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EMU content for school children, 4th to 6th grade, Danish, history, and English.
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The menu link for the 7th to 10th grade leads to a radical change. The large
pictures and the main theme based menu structures for the earlier classes are
gone, and the content listed is based on background information and content for
reading.

EMU content for school children, 7th to 10th grade.

There are still themes and suggestions for school subjects, but nothing
resembling entertainment, games or interactive applications. Background
articles on study techniques, exams, web ethics and conduct, as well as online
handbooks and dictionaries are the main content. While it is undoubtedly a
resource, it is more in support of the pupils‟ roles and work in the final classes
than it is in itself, educational.
The EMU Trainer is treated separately in the next subchapter.
8.1.3 The EMU Trainer
The EMU Trainer (Da.: Træneren; http://traeneren.emu.dk) is a special case of
OER content found at the EMU. It is a large collection of learning objects in the
form of instruction videos and interactive applications where the user can train
skills such as grammar and spelling in Danish and foreign languages, formulae,
text editing, etc.
The Trainer is also listed in the EMU main page top menu. The main page for the
Trainer is divided by school, high school, and vocational educations.
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From two dropdown menus, the content for each educational level/type can be
sorted by four difficulty levels, and by video or training applications.

The EMU Trainer, http://traeneren.emu.dk; overview of high school content.

For school level, 704 learning objects can be found of which 79 are videos, and
625 are training applications.
For high school level, 365 learning objects can be found of which 18 are videos,
and 347 are training applications.
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8.1.4 EMU Main Site Content for High School
As in the case of the content for the 7th to 10th grade, the content page for high
school students is mostly background reading on objectives, study techniques,
and helpful links.
8.1.5 EMU Main Site Content for the Teacher College Education
The content for teacher college education is strictly background articles on study
techniques, pedagogical themes, and legal background information. It is based
on information rather than thematic learning, targeted at the teaching
profession, and is not considered OER content.
8.2 EMU ’e-Museums’ Portal
The “e-Museums” portal (http://e-museum.emu.dk/) lists resources at and from
a large number of Danish museums. A test sampling of this portal is therefore a
partial measure of OER offered by museums in general.
On the portal main page are links to school and high school. Total counts of
resources/content offers are listed for each discipline.
”e-Museums” is the only portal on the EMU, where content can be sorted for
printed content, free content, online content, and other content (e.g. offers of
lectures or guided tours). Furthermore, combined counts are possible,
wherefore a complete search for “free” and “online” content could be done for
the test disciplines Danish, English, mathematics, and science at school as well
as high school level.
In the two tables, the counts are sorted by media types. Some free and online
content could not be considered OER, because it was specific presentations
and/or assignments meant for visits at specific museums or exhibitions.
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8.3 EMU Content Portal
The “EMU Content Portal” (Da.: Materialeplatformen;
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk) is the largest overview of resources offered
via the EMU.
Information about items posted in the content portal includes an overview of
thematic relevance, suitable class levels, and whether the content has been
released with a creative commons license as well as information for ordering,
obtaining, or downloading the content.
At the portal main page, a number of interesting observations can be made
from the subdivisions and counts of content. The content is subdivided into the
main categories; 1) Educational resources, and 2) “Teacher to Teacher”.
8.3.1 Emu Content Portal, Educational Resources
The content on the EMU Content Portal cannot be sorted, except by disciplines
and, for school in class levels. The latter cannot be used for obtaining a clear
pattern of content by class levels, since content can be for one, few, several, or
all class levels. For example, searches for the 6th grade will result in offers of
content specified for 6th grade explicitly, for 6th to 8th grade, for 2nd to 7th grade,
for 0th to 10th grade, etc.
The first one hundred references (or all, if less than a hundred) were tested for
OER for the test disciplines Danish, English, mathematics, and science at school
and high school level (stx).
The results were:
Danish, school level: 100 of 4544 references tested.
Found: 1 website.
English, school level: 100 of 1167 references tested.
Found: Nothing.
Mathematics, school level: 100 of 1141 references tested.
Found: 1document (pdf), 1 website.
Science, school level: 100 of 702 references tested.
Found: 3 documents (pdf), 2 websites, and 2 websites with applications.
Danish, high school level: 100 of 650 references tested.
Found: 6 documents (4 online articles, 2 pdf files), 3 websites, and 2 websites
with applications.
English, high school level: 100 of 215 references tested.
Found: Nothing.
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Mathematics, high school level: 42 of 42 references tested.
Found: 3 documents (pdf), 2 websites, and 1 video.
Science, high school level: 74/74 references tested.
Found: 1 document (pdf), 4 websites, 3 websites with applications.
Sum of results: Out of a total of 716 references to educational content, 14
were for documents, 13 were for websites, 6 were for websites with
applications, and 1 was for a streamed and downloadable video.
Some of the content found was cross-disciplinary and appeared more than once.
Most of the other content was in printed formats. There were a few instances
(less that 20) of free pdf files with assignments for museum visits, or pdf files
for use in class for class work with specific movies. (All links to movie related
content were dead).
This content was not counted as OER, because it cannot stand alone.
There was also a single instance of a free online application that was limited to
class access, and demanded that the teacher sign up for a class login. Because
it is not open for public use, this content cannot be considered as OER either.
A complete list of the results can be found in Appendix 2.
8.3.2 EMU Content Portal, Teacher to Teacher
Content listed under “Teacher to Teacher”
(http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_browse.do?placement=p2p)
consists of teachers‟ suggestions on how to teach or train specific themes and
subjects, often including information of the relevant grades the suggestions are
meant for. In many cases, suggestions include references to external links that
are useful for the specific purpose.
For example, a teacher of German language suggests a couple of German
“virtual shops” for training everyday German in a “how to go shopping” theme:
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=5399747;
http://www.emu.dk/gsk/fag/tys/uvforloeb/einkaufen.html.
The “Teacher to Teacher” section represents knowledge sharing rather than
OER, but is worth mentioning here as an “OER related” place that bridges
educational potential and educational purposes on the Internet.
8.4 The Educational InfoGuide
The “Educational InfoGuide” (Da.: Fagenes infoguide, http://infoguide.emu.dk)
is a subpage listing OER in website formats for school, and for upper secondary
education, including high school as well as a number of different vocational
educations. The listings include Danish as well as international websites.
Content can be accessed from links for school, upper secondary education, and
cross-disciplinary themes and is subdivided by disciplines and subjects.
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Content submissions from teachers, pupils, or students are screened by the
webpage editors, and posted only if the educational quality is accepted. The
webpage editors are themselves teachers in the various disciplines.
There are more than 10,000 entries to be found; at the time the portal vas
visited 6,098 entries were listed for school, and 12,317 entries were listed for
secondary upper educations.
Because of the two dimensions of the organization of mixed content for a)
different education types including vocational educations, and b) inclusion of
international resources, any clear pattern in respect of Danish OER as seen from
the objectives for this report are elusive. For example:
Whereas other observations point towards larger numbers of Danish OER for
school than for high school, the number of OER listed at the “Educational
InfoGuide” may at a first glance seem to contradict this pattern; there are twice
as many results for upper secondary education than for school.
However, a closer look shows that the number of international websites listed
for secondary upper educations is significantly larger than for school, e.g.
“astronomy” for school lists 33 websites, most of which are Danish, while
“astronomy” for upper secondary educations lists 271 websites most of which
are English language sites.
In addition, the content for upper secondary education may as well be meant for
vocational education as for high school, if Danish, and if English language or
other international websites may or may not be more suitable for one type of
education or the other.
8.5 EMU Observations
The EMU is primarily targeted at school level and to some extent, high school
level.
The majority of the content is aimed at school and high school teachers and
school work, and the only higher educational level represented is the teacher
college education. (Other adult educational content is non-academic and
strongly aimed at development of basic practical or school level skills).
Given its size and the variety of content, there is no doubt that the EMU has a
high potential for being helpful and inspirational for teachers who are looking for
an overview of suitable content for specific levels or disciplines, for professional
background information, or for inspiration for their daily work.
The most general problem would seem to be the less than homogeneous traits
of the content mass. Inspiration may be found, but a teacher looking for a
specific sort of relevant content is left to follow links more or less blindly, which
may or may not lead to something useful, or inspirational in some unforeseen
way, or not useful at all. Speaking in popular terms, any such search may as
easily prove to be a wild goose chase, as it may prove to be successful. In this
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respect, it would probably be helpful for the user, if the content was categorized
as, e.g. content from other professional teachers, content from specialists,
content from publishing companies, and examples of school work or projects,
and if searches for free online content were possible for the entire EMU site.
In respect of OER, such content can be found on EMU, but only by a) searching
systematically and exhaustively, or b) stumbling upon them by making the right
choices, such as opening content for school children and finding the trainer – or
from browsing the site and trying out the links. The three subsites that offer the
most direct access to OER are (see also overview in Appendix 1):
1) http://traeneren.emu.dk,
2) http://e-museum.emu.dk/,
3) http://infoguide.emu.dk.
Since The EMU is a platform for a broad variety of content with little or no
monitoring, any specific content must be maintained by the people who
delivered it, or their representatives. It is hardly surprising that this is not
always the case, wherefore dead links and other kinds of blind alleys are
inevitably present here and there.
The balancing of commercial and non-commercial content on the EMU is blurry
in several cases, e.g. free documents meant for use at museum visits, or free
exercises meant as supplements to educational books.
These observations are listed in the next three subchapters for comparison:
8.5.1 EMU Main Portal Content Observations and Comments
Looking at content for the various educational levels, one pattern seems
especially clear:
There are half as many OER to be found at high school level than for school
level. OER are nonexistent for college level on the EMU.
Regarding the last observation, it must be taken into account that only college
education is represented, but since this is the teacher education and it is
strongly represented in respect of other content, it seems to establish a pattern
that numbers of OER fall with higher educational levels.
This shift where numbers of OER start to fall seems to manifest in later school
years. With the shift, follows a stronger expectation of literacy represented by
more content for reading, and also a higher expectation of ability to work
autonomously with subjects and learning processes, as represented by a
strengthened focus on helping with study techniques.
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8.5.2 e-Museums Observations and Comments
The strong representation of content for Danish as a school discipline may be
caused by the context; Danish museums must be expected to have a
significantly stronger orientation towards Danish culture and language than on
English, mathematics, or science.
The counts for the other disciplines are too small to be significant, but they can
be added to a total picture of media use.
Reading the results for the e-Museums portals as patterns, while taking care not
to mistake the numbers for representative facts, it seems as if:
1) There is about 1.66 times more OER content for school level than for high
school level.
2) Websites are the dominant media type for OER.
3) The second most dominant format for OER is pdf files.
As cautious preliminary comments, pdf files are suitable for distribution of
stories, background reading, and assignments, and almost invite themselves to
be printed for classroom or home assignment use.
Larger contents may also be represented in the pdf format, but if the purpose is
educational, websites offer an option to break down and organize a larger
content in ways that support total views, sample reading, and different thematic
approaches.
It may thus be that pdf files are used mostly for school level as a supplement to
printed content, and that websites have a higher representation at high school
because they can support a higher level of digital literacy
It also seems that the number of OER falls as the educational levels get higher.
The most simple and likely explanation for this could be, that the numbers of
teachers and the sizes of target groups fall in the higher educational levels.
An alternative listing of content for schools and high schools, from museums
and other cultural institutions located in Capital Region of Denmark, or the
Danish Region Zealand, can be found at www.skoletjenesten.dk (En.: School
Public Service”) a subportal found in the Internet searches for OER. The content
on skoletjenesten.dk (exact link:
http://www.skoletjenesten.dk/sider/Undervisningsmateriale/index.html), also
consists of a mix of pdf files and web sites, but is listed by themes (e.g.
“Movies, Music, Theater, and Dance”) rather than disciplines. This may in some
cases be less specific, but while limited to offers from two of the five Danish
Regions, it can also potentially provide a broader overview of content.
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8.5.3 EMU Content Portal Observations and Comments
There is no doubt that the extensive listings of educational content for all school
and high school disciplines at all class levels are a useful resource to teachers
who wish to find inspiration or to see what content is available for their teaching
areas, but it is clear that OER are not the primary content type to be found
here.
In the OER search for the EMU Content Portal the patterns are mostly vague.
Websites remain the primary media type for OER, in this case with a higher
frequency of online applications than found at the e-Museums portal.
Combined with the observation of online applications found in the Trainer, online
applications are not especially rare, but like other content types, they are
significantly fewer for high school than for school in the full picture.
There are not significantly fewer OER found for high schools than for schools,
but the numbers in this search are too small to significantly change the main
pattern observed at the Trainer and the e-Museums portal.
The main observation that can be made from this search seems to be, that OER
are hard to find compared to printed content and license paid services. None of
which is surprising, but it may show something about OER compared to
commercial products:
If the numbers found in the EMU Content Portal are representative, then 4.75%
of the results when searching for educational content in Denmark can be
expected to be OER.
8.5.4 The Educational InfoGuide Observations and Comments
It should be noted that the Educational InfoGuide is a potentially strong
resource for finding OER in Danish and English, as well as other languages.
As described in chapter 8.4 the content is mixed, internationally as well as in
respect of education types. The number of references for secondary upper
education is significantly larger than for school. The most likely explanation for
this is the inclusion of large numbers of international websites, which can be
explained from the fact that such resources should be of potential use for
learners after leaving school.
An alternative with specific listing of Danish OER for schools and high schools
exists in the DUDA website, see chapter 9.
Due to the mixed nature of the content, no specific observations could be made
for the objectives of this report.
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8.6 EMU Comparative Observations and Comments
Representations of OER vary strongly in the five portals and sub-portals
sampled at the EMU homepage; 1) the main site entries for the different class
levels, high school, and the teacher college education; 2) the EMU Trainer; 3)
the e-Museums subportal; 4) the EMU Content Portal, and 5) the Educational
InfoGuide.
Yet, besides from the obvious observation that printed and paid content is more
strongly represented than OER, two general patterns seem to emerge:
1) OER get rarer with higher educational levels:
The number of OER to be found generally seem to drop to about half
when going from school to high school, and nothing is found for the one
college education represented.
One possible reason could be that higher levels of literacy, autonomy and
responsibility for the learners‟ own learning processes are expected as the
educational level gets higher.
This explanation is supported by the shift of content types observed for
the late school classes in the EMU main page content links, and by the
observation that the relative number of websites rather than games and
applications is higher for the late classes and high school.
Another possible explanation is that school level has the largest target
group by far, since all citizens must attend public school or an equivalent
alternative. With more teachers and learners, it is hardly surprising if
more OER are produced. This, however, does not explain the shift
observed for the late classes, wherefore a combination of both
explanations is more likely.
2) Websites with reading material and other representations of background
information are more strongly represented as the type of OER for higher
educational levels.
As already addressed above, it seems that a growing focus on learning by
reading, listening and looking follows higher educational levels (and
possibly age).
One reason is known for the observation that OER are mixed in with content
that is not free, and that there is a lack of search options for OER on most of the
EMU (as the free and online sorting option on e-Museums):
By Danish law, governmental funds may not be used in a way that impairs free
commercial competition. Basing their argument on this, an organization of
Danish publishing companies has successfully protested that systematical listing
of OER on a publically driven portal was a threat to fair competition. This
resulted in a compromise, limiting systematic listings and search options for
OER on the EMU. (Højsholt-Poulsen 2010)
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9

DUDA: A Private OER Portal for School Level Content

The DUDA website (www.duda.dk) is the only reference portal specifically for
OER found during the work on this report. It is made for school level teaching
and learning and to some extent also for high school level, and also includes
reference links for teachers, e.g. on formal objectives for each school discipline
for the respective class levels.
DUDA.dk was found in the general web search described in chapter 13 as one of
the first hits (after the EMU) for the keywords “educational content” (Da.:
undervisningsmaterialer).
According to the background FAQ4, the DUDA was established with the intention
of helping people who wanted to find free online educational content. A short
description of the exhausting and time consuming process of looking for such
content “manually” (as when searching the Internet) is given as the reason why
DUDA started gathering and collecting useful Internet content in 2002. In 2010
it lists about 10,000 separate web pages according to the FAQ.
The DUDA website is a completely private initiative. According to the FAQ it is
maintained by the Jensen family because “they take a special interest in school,
education, children and young people”. Contact information for the Jensen
family can be found here. No explanation is offered for the DUDA acronym,
which may (or may not) be derived from the first names of the Jensen family
members.
The content of DUDA is intended for school level teaching and learning. Some of
the content listed also has potential for general learning purposes, e.g. the
thematic pages, where external links for highly professional knowledge and
specializations can be found (among more popular links), e.g. the thematic
pages on weather and climate where one finds external links to the Danish
Meteorological Institute, or the pages on terrorism where one can find links to
ministerial publications.
The DUDA site has a few ads on each page, according to the FAQ, this is in
order to finance the ongoing work and maintenance costs. (The ads have been
blurred on the screendumps).
The DUDA website was started in the year 2003, and has had a growing
success. According to the statistics of use found on the FAQ page, there were 5
million visits to the website by over 1.5 million individual users in 2009.
DUDA.dk was not subject to an exhaustive sampling, rather a quick glance at
the offers and organization of content, a) in general, and obviously b) for
Danish, English, mathematics.

4

http://www.duda.dk/Adm/om_duda/om_duda.html
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9.1

A closer look at DUDA.dk

The DUDA main portal has a fixed (it remains the same on all DUDA pages) top
menu, left hand menu, and right hand menu.
The top menu consists of “main popular links” including the DUDA home page, a
section linking to news from TV, radio and newspapers, a section with small
online games, a listing of useful Internet sites, etc.
The left menu has two sections, one linking to school disciplines and a number
of sub-disciplines, and one linking to thematic pages on Danish society.
The right menu has three sections; one with mixed popular themes and themes
of common interest (alcoholism, pyrotechnics, the occult, tips and help for
school assignments, volcanoes and earthquakes, etc.), one with traditional
Danish holidays (background information, suggestions, recipes etc.), and one
with themes for hobbies and leisure (games, music, travelling etc.).

The DUDA main portal, www.duda.dk
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On the main page there are three main overview sections, one linking to school
disciplines, one devoted to thematic pages, and one for hobbies and leisure.
Entering pages for school disciplines, content listings are divided into general
themes.

The DUDA “Danish” subportal, http://www.duda.dk/Grundfag/Dansk/dansk.html

The structure and organization of themes vary from discipline to discipline, while
a listing of relevant information on formal and legal issues and teacher networks
at the top middle page remain a constant part of the content. Themes are
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typically defined by sub-disciplines, tools or databases, obligatory or popular
themes, themes and sites of interest, etc.
There are no substructures or search functions for class levels, or for school or
high school content, but the content headlines compensate for this to some
extent, e.g. “integral calculus” or “Karen Blixen” is for high school rather than
school level, but high school, and “children‟s literature” is more likely to be
targeted at the smaller classes than at preteens or teenagers.
9.2

DUDA Observations and Comments

Random samplings of OER listed, coincided with several results found when
searching the EMU and the Internet for this report. In addition, several other
teacher-created web pages were found, that would most likely also have been
found in continued Internet searches. It seems as if the DUDA has indeed
succeeded in gathering and listing a large amount of Danish school level OER
that can be accessed directly from the home page, and which would demand a
lot more effort to locate directly for each relevant web page if one were to
search on the Internet or the EMU instead.
The random samplings of OER did not contradict the main patterns of media use
established through the EMU samplings; web pages are the main media type for
OER, and small online applications exist, but mostly for school level.
The most important observation in respect of the DUDA website in this context
is possibly that by its very existence it stresses that OER do exist and that OER
overview portals for Danish content are quite possible to make – but that legal
issues are a hindrance for public or public institution driven initiatives,
wherefore the option of finding and accessing broad listings of relevant OER
through overview portals in Denmark is presently strongly dependent on private
initiatives.
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10 OER at University Colleges and Centers for Educational Content and
Equipment
In Denmark there are five regional “Centers for Educational Content and
Equipment” (“CFU” from Da.: Center for Undervisningsmidler). These centers
are driven by Danish university colleges, and offer services to school and high
school teachers.
The primary purpose of the centers is a specialized library function showcasing
educational books and other content, some of which can be ordered on a loan
basis (including class sets in some cases) for teaching purposes.
The CFUs are found at:
University College Capital (http://www.ucc.dk/cfu/)
VIA University College (http://www2.viauc.dk/cfu/Sider/cfu.aspx)
University College Lillebaelt (http://www.ucl.dk/cfu)
University College Syd (http://ucsyd.dk/cfu/cfu-esbjerg-forsiden/)
University College Nordjylland (http://www.ucn.dk/Forside/CFU/Om_CFU.aspx)
The centers were tested for this report because they are meant to represent
educational content, and might potentially offer a selection of OER. They would
also be the most likely place to find OER offered by the respective university
colleges.
However, no OER or OER references are to be found at the CFUs.
Of the five centers, only one (VIA CFU) has a section on IT and computer media
in education. This section is primarily concerned with suggestions and program
offers for use in the classroom. Some programs and equipment can be loaned.
One possible reason for the lack of OER references could be the same as in the
case of the EMU:
Listing of OER at the CFUs might be perceived as unfair competition
against publishing companies.
However, this does not explain why the CFUs generally have no articles or
sections for teacher inspiration. Other possible reasons for the lack of such
content could be:
Tradition: The CFUs deliver content in, and for physical space. The EMU
takes care of digital content and inspirations in this area.
Economy: Since listing of OER is not allowed and the EMU exists, it may
be deemed “not worth the effort”.
Whatever the reason(s) may be, the CFUs neither offer, nor refer to OER.
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Navigating to the main pages of the respective university colleges, one finds the
presentations and help pages of educational institutions, the educations they
offer, guidelines, reports and news on innovations or reforms – but no OER.
Whatever online educational content there may be for the respective disciplines
offered at the university colleges - e.g. health care or teaching - it is meant for
the students and teachers, and is not accessible to the public.
10.1 University Colleges and Centers Observations and Comments
The fact that no OER were found at the University colleges themselves may
have a simple explanation:
The University Colleges offer educations at bachelor level for highly specialized
functions such as, teachers, nurses, bioanalysts. If they were to produce
content for the public, enlightenment regarding the relevant practices for the
education offered would be the obvious subject matter. This however, would
present a general problem, since it would have to include examples from
practice, which would raise a need for getting formal consent from the persons
and places involved.
However, this does not explain why, e.g. podcasts of lectures on topics of
similar public interest cannot be found, as it is seen in the case of universities.
The fact that the Centers for Educational Content do not seem to neither provide
nor reflect upon the existence of OER, is more surprising.
One possible explanation may lie in tradition; the Centers for Educational
Content are by tradition a highly specialized kind of library function, where
teachers can read, browse, look through, and occasionally borrow educational
content or equipment.
It may be that a sense of physical representation of physical content and
equipment is so strongly rooted in the tradition of the centers, that openness or
interest in the less tangible areas of virtually represented content is limited to a
general acknowledgment of its existence followed up by the occasional articles
on general aspects of internet security and conduct.
It is also possible, that the problem of legal hindrances for listing OER has
resulted in a general notion that “online content and its uses and aspects are
handled by the EMU”. But this explanation still leaves unanswered the question
of, why there are no general statements or the like, pointing webpage visitors
onwards to the EMU.
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11 OER at Universities
There are eight universities in Denmark; Aalborg University (AAU), Aarhus
University (AU), Copenhagen Business School (CBS), IT University of
Copenhagen (ITU), Roskilde University (RUC), Technical University of Denmark
(DTU), University of Copenhagen (KU), and University of Southern Denmark
(SDU).
The home pages and home page menus of all the universities were checked for
links or references to possible OER. The primary results identified podcasts as a
dominant OER type at universities, but other types of content were also
observed.
After an overview of the observations, follow closer looks at the OER
representations at the University of Copenhagen, and Aarhus University.
11.1 Overview of OER at Universities
Aalborg University (AAU; http://www.aau.dk/):
Nothing found.
Aarhus University (AU; http://www.au.dk):
Portal with 5 OER in website format and 1 knowledge database,
1 podcast and video portal.
The top menu link “Schools and High Schools” leads to a new page, where two
new menu links lead to OER: 1) “Knowledge online” and 2) Video, images and
sound.
“Knowledge online” ( http://viden.au.dk/online/oversigt) lists five large public
and non-curricular OER, and a search engine for locating scientifically qualified
knowledge on a subject of choice via a database structure.
“Video, images and sound” (http://viden.au.dk/av/oversigt) lists a video
archive, a podcast archive, and an archive with photo slideshows with sound.
Copenhagen Business School (CBS; http://www.cbs.dk/):
Found: An RSS feed offer with institutional news and events. No OER found.
IT University of Copenhagen (www.itu.dk):
Found: OER in podcast format (Studies and degrees menu), organized in 5
themes. The content is available as podcasts only.
http://itu.dk/Uddannelser/Podcasts.aspx?sc_lang=en&contentlang=en .
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Roskilde University (RUC; http://www.ruc.dk/):
Nothing found.
Technical University of Denmark (DTU; http://www.dtu.dk/):
The “Research” menu links to a collection of DTU contributions for “The
Academy for the Danes” (see also chapter 12.3.1).
University of Copenhagen (KU: http://www.ku.dk):
In the “Collaborations” menu, the link to “School and high school” leads to a
page where the user can choose school and high school disciplines from two
dropdown menus, http://fokus.ku.dk/. Relevant articles, and in some video or
full OER in website formats are shown for the menu choices. On the page for
school and high school there is also a link to a content collection with articles
and video, http://fokus.ku.dk/materialer. This page lists main disciplines with
short presentations and links to relevant content.
University of Southern Denmark (SDU; http://www.sdu.dk/):
In the “News” menu there is a “Podcast” link to a page with a portal with 20
podcasts, http://www.sdu.dk/Nyheder/RssPodcast), of which 12 are lectures,
and 4 are information and presentations on buildings, study lines, study
techniques, and student interviews. The content is available as podcasts only.
11.2 University of Copenhagen
The University of Copenhagen has one portal for OER that can be found from
the main home page. It is found by following the link for schools and high
schools. It is noted below the link on the main page that educational content will
be found here.
In the “Collaborations” menu, the link to “School and high school” leads to a
page where the user can choose school and high school disciplines from two
dropdown menus, http://fokus.ku.dk/. Relevant articles, video or websites are
shown for the chosen discipline.
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Copenhagen University school and high school portal, http://fokus.ku.dk.

There is also a link to a content collection with articles and video,
http://fokus.ku.dk/materialer. This page lists main disciplines with short
presentations and links to relevant content.
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Copenhagen University school and high school content listing, http://fokus.ku.dk/materialer.

The content varies from discipline to discipline. Several references are for
printed books, but there are also links to articles and other online content.
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The general observation for the varying content is that most of it, e.g. a website
on dialects listed for school and high school(http://dialekt.ku.dk/dialekter), and
a website on climate (http://fokus.ku.dk/klima/info); both retrieved from the
dropdown selection, but not found in the content listing – also has potential for
other uses than explicitly targeted at school or high school levels. For example,
the website on dialects can be used by linguists as a reference page, actors can
learn something about the dialect of Danes from various areas they are meant
to portray, laymen can study and compare dialects for their own purposes.
This leads to another observation: There is no general link for the public to OER
at The University of Copenhagen‟s main site. Content that is of broader interest
is only found by looking at the content listed specifically for schools and high
schools.
11.3 Aarhus University
On the page for “Schools and High Schools” are listed “Knowledge online”
(http://viden.au.dk/online/oversigt), and “Video, images and sound”
(http://viden.au.dk/av/oversigt).

Aarhus University knowledge online, http://viden.au.dk/online/oversigt.
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“Knowledge online” lists five large public and non-curricular OER on Danish
history, township history, evolution, Darwin, and climate. The portal on Danish
history is described in chapter 12.2.
Additionally there is a search engine “Find a Researcher” (Da.: Find en forsker)
that facilitates searches based on disciplines and subjects. The searches will
help locate researchers in specific subjects and information on their work and
publications.
“Video, images and sound” lists a video archive, a podcast archive, and an
archive with photo slideshows with sound.
According to the main page, the “Video archive” section will give an overview of
the videos at Aarhus University. However, it actually highlights and presents
twelve specific themes that do not cover the total content found in the podcast
archive.
The photo slideshow or “soundslide” archive mostly lists slideshows with sound
from events and festivities at Aarhus University.
The podcast archive (http://www.podcast.au.dk) offers a main page with news
from festivities, events, and background information from Aarhus University. At
the bottom of the page is a link for “more categories”.
Following this link (http://www.podcast.au.dk/?p=archive) leads to the actual
main podcast archive. Many of the categories listed here are more or less
internal; e.g. events, projects, conferences, university pedagogy. Lectures can
be found at some of the entries, but it is unclear to the user if or how many
lectures can be found in each instance. For example, “Theology” has an offer of
one lecture, “Medicine” has an interview with Francis Fukuyama and two
instructional videos for internal use, while “Chemistry” leads to offers of 12
lectures (all on spectroscopy).
Also included is a link to local copies of Aarhus University‟s contributions to “The
Academy for the Danes” (see also chapter 12.3.1).
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Aarhus University podcast archive, http://www.podcast.au.dk/?p=archive.

The main observations are the same as for The University of Copenhagen:
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A large part of the content which could be of much broader interest is only
found by looking in the section for school and high school.
The sections for video and podcasts appear unstructured and mostly concerned
with internal and background information for employees and students at Aarhus
University.
11.4 OER at Universities Observations and Comments
How and if the universities in Denmark share knowledge in OER forms (besides
from articles and papers that can always be found on the researchers‟ home
pages, which represent knowledge sharing and publications at research level)
differs, but a few main observations are apparent:
Several universities have podcast pages, but the amount of lectures to be found
is generally speaking less than internal information and “life on the university”
related content. Podcasts of public interest, or of value as OER are thus hard to
find.
Furthermore, the podcasts are often located in subpages that can be found, but
which are not presented with a clear public profile.
Several large OER resulting from research projects and collaborations were
found, but despite a much wider potential they were invariably listed for school
and high school.
One possible reason can lie in the fact that researchers traditionally present
results to the public through the press and popular science press. Delivering and
creating online content is a relatively new approach, and it seems as if this has
yet to become a part of the Danish universities‟ profiles.
12 Public and Non-Curricular OER
Public and non-curricular OER initiatives are created for citizen enlightenment or
empowerment. Initiatives are research based, and may be driven and financed
by government agencies or ministries, or by research collaborations with special
funding. The latter is often the case for semi-curricular or cross-disciplinary
initiatives, while OER related to citizenship and citizen empowerment are
generally from government agency initiatives.
The large public and non-curricular OER have potential for private or self
learning, but also for educational purposes, where they represent highly
qualified in-depth knowledge that may be used for specific or cross-curricular
themes and topics.
Besides the three examples in the following subchapters, readers interested in
this type of OER can find more examples in the resources offered by Aarhus
University at: http://viden.au.dk/online/oversigt.
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12.1 The Danish eHealth Portal – Sundhed.dk
The Danish eHealth Portal (Da.: Sundhed.dk, www.sundhed.dk) is a large public
initiative. It contains articles on diseases and health, medicine, a complete
online handbook on the same topics, search engines for locating relevant
specialists, practitioners and medical doctors, a search engine for the entire
page, that allows users to look for topics such as symptoms (by description),
diagnosed diseases etc. There are also external links for patient groups, where
people with serious or chronic diseases can share experiences and advice and
find help from interest organizations.

The Danish eHealth Portal, www.sundhed.dk.

This is the English language presentation found on the pages:
“Sundhed.dk is the official Danish eHealth Portal for the public Danish Healthcare Services
('sundhed' means health in Danish). Sundhed.dk brings the public Danish Healthcare Services
together on the Internet. This makes it possible for patients, their families and healthcare
professionals alike to access information and to communicate with each other.”
Functions, menus and articles on The Danish eHealth Portal are only available in
Danish.
The login option on the page does not mean that the user has to sign up for a
login. It refers to additional public health services that can be accessed by
Danish citizens by using a unique and personal digital ID. This allows viewing of
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one‟s personal medical journal with information from hospitals and medical
doctors, order medicine online etc.
The general content is one large OER on health, diseases, and medicine. It
allows users in general to find background information, to get an idea of
possible causes for symptoms, to find and compare possible treatments.
In educational contexts it is relevant for health and healthcare related studies,
but is also of potential use e.g. for biology lessons with the human body or
diseases as themes, or in “Danish” for exercise in understanding medical
language.
12.2 Danish History – Danmarkshistorien.dk
The Danish History website (Da.: Danmarkshistorien.dk,
http://danmarkshistorien.dk) is a large OER offered from Aarhus University. The
presentation of Danish history on the page is varied, extensive and flexible in a
way that allows for a multitude of potential uses.
This is an English language translation of the content as presented on the site:

danmarkshistorien.dk is a website created by historians and archeologists from Aarhus
University. The site was opened on May 14th 2009, and new texts and features are added on
a regular basis. The purpose of the website is to serve as a resource of qualified and
comprehensible knowledge of Danish history from antiquity to the present day for the public
and the educational sector. New content is added regularly. The content presently consists of:
An account of Danish history from antiquity to the present day, organized in chapters
An encyclopedia of themes, persons and events with approximately 350 entries
A collection of approximately 430 sources (text, sound, and images)
An interactive timeline with access to the content of the website
An educational section presented in thematic packages, chronological overviews,
myths, etc.
The main page presents the website sections and gives a short introduction to
three main sections with offers of “Danish History from Antiquity to the Present
Told in Thirteen Chapters”, an “Encyclopedia and Source Database with
Hundreds of Entries and Search Assistance”, and “Access the Content from Our
Interactive Timeline”.
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Danish History main portal, http://danmarkshistorien.dk.

The Timeline may be the most unique feature of the page. Timelines are known
from printed history books, but with the interactive timeline, users can scroll
back and forth, and historical events will be displayed under the timeline. The
Entries can be used as links to access content of interest, e.g. a short history of
jazz (1900), speeches held by Danish politicians (in text and/or audio formats),
background articles on Danes who influenced culture, politics, and public
debate.

Danish History, Timeline detail, http://danmarkshistorien.dk/tidslinje.

While the content can also be accessed by reading or searching in the other
sections, the scrolling timeline seems to offer a more “hands on” approach to
looking at and learning about history.
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Themes and Myths, the educational section contains thematic packages of links
to the content (e.g. The Middle Ages, The Feminist movement and Women‟s
Rights), a video archive, interactive quizzes, a “myths and facts” section, and a
section with tables, chronological overviews, etc.
The site supports formal as well as informal learning with potential for citizen
enlightenment, as a reference page, for personal or educational studies of
history in general or specific epochs and subjects, for contextualizing historical
subjects, etc.
12.3 The Academy for the Danes – Danskernesakademi.dk
DR covers the public Danish radio and TV. DR is legally obliged to “offer a broad
variety of broadcasts and other services including news, background information
and enlightenment, educational content, art, and entertainment via TV, radio,
the Internet and related media”. The broadcast content must meet further
criteria, e.g. diversity, objectivity, impartiality, clearly reflecting freedom of
speech (The Law on Radio and Television Broadcasting, § 10)5.
The DR2 television channel on DR is largely focused on broadcasting
documentaries, lectures, interviews and expert discussions, often bundled in
theme packages, e.g. an evening on the subject of gene technology.
The initiative called “The Academy for the Danes” (Da.: Danskernes Akademi;
http://www.dr.dk/DR2/Danskernes+akademi/) was officially started in January
2010. According to a press folder released on “The Academy for the Danes”
website6, the initiative was in part inspired by BBC‟s Open University.
“The Academy for the Danes” offers academic lectures aimed at communicating
research based knowledge or theory to the public. The lectures are broadcast on
the DR2 television channel four days a week (Monday to Thursday) between 2
PM and 4 PM for fifteen weeks each semester. This will result in an estimate of
240 hours of lectures per year (the length of the individual lectures are strongly
varying from less than 10 minutes to almost 30 minutes), and has so far been
contracted for three years 2010-12.

5

The Law on Radio and Television Broadcasting (2002),
https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=11854
6
http://www.dr.dk/Undervisning_flash/danskernes_akademi/PRINTVENLIG%20FOLDER_final.pdf
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Academy of the Danes main page upper third, http://www.dr.dk/DR2/Danskernes+akademi/

The top menu on the web site leads elsewhere on the DR homepage. Navigation
of “The Academy for the Danes” is done from the left menu, or by browsing the
main page, e.g. from the more detailed layouts of the themes presented in the
left menu that can be found on the page middle.
The content is organized in the following scientific main themes; “design and
architecture”, “communication and media”, “philosophy, religion, and history”,
“culture and language”, “society and law”, “pedagogy and psychology”, “health
and diseases”, “IT and technology”, “Nature and mathematics”, and “economy
and management”. In addition, there are some menu headlines for other
background content and information, a) on two special themes, and b) for
background information on, and podcast subscription at the site.
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Academy of the Danes main page middle third, http://www.dr.dk/DR2/Danskernes+akademi/

For each lecture there is a webpage where the lecture itself can be viewed as
streaming video in small webpage format, or in full screen. In addition, there is
a short presentation of the theme for the lecture, a short presentation of the
lecturer with a link to further information including contact information,
references to other lectures held by the same lecturer, and finally the option of
submitting a personal comment.
The latter, “The Academy for the Danes” is a case of OER in the “Content-driven
virtual space” format. Users are occasionally using the option to submit or
exchange comments and questions. Participation seems to depend on if and
how the specific lecture touches upon personal interests.
The podcast service does not allow subscription of specific themes, the only
option offered is subscription for all content published on “The Academy for the
Danes”.
Finally, “The Academy for the Danes” collaborates with public libraries, which
offer a choice of supplemental books and other resources to the public.
”The Academy for the Danes” offers a broad and growing selection of OER
content with many possible uses. The content is suitable for citizen
enlightenment and empowerment, and for teaching and learning at high school,
college and university level, and can be used or combined for curricular, crosscurricular and non-curricular learning.
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The discussion fora offered for the individual lectures and the podcast
subscription offer also facilitate user participation and mobile learning.
Finally, with the collaboration with libraries, ”The Academy for the Danes” is
represented in physical public space.
The entire result is an OER that supports a wide spectrum of themes and topics
at a highly qualified level for personal and institutional learning processes, in
traditional media, web 1.0 and 2.0 contexts, for mobile learners, and in physical
public space.
12.3.1

An Additional Observation on Closed Content on DR

Given the public service obligation for DR, and the broadness and
multifunctionality of ”The Academy for the Danes”, it might be expected that
other large resources, e.g. for schools could also be found.
Searching the DR homepage, there is indeed a large collection of media clips
from DR‟s productions for school level, and a similar page with media clips for
high school level (http://www.dr.dk/skole/; http://www.dr.dk/gymnasium/).
The media clips are arranged by themes, and cover Danish culture and history
from different perspectives, for different decades, etc.
However, while it is stated at the main pages for the two collections that they
were made with funding from the Danish ministry of Education, and while DR is
not a commercial company, the content is only accessible with a paid license,
which is only available to schools and high schools.
DR was contacted for a background explanation. The answer was that the
collections were originally started in the hope that they would be freely
accessible to the public. However, since a large part of the media clips were
created by or with artists, most of the content was copyright protected. A
Danish copyright organization demanded a yearly fee for use of the collections
in order to cover the original artists‟ interests. The collections thus became
license based in order to cover the ongoing expense.
12.4 Public and Non-Curricular OER Observations and Comments
Large public and non-curricular OER depend on public interest, political
decisions and funding, research initiatives or enrolment.
A number of such OER are listed in this chapter. Especially for the OER resulting
from research initiatives, they are usually presented on university subpages. At
some of the universities they can be found by looking for educational content for
school and high school (see also chapter 11.1, 11.2, and 11.3).
The general observation for large, public and non-curricular OER is that this
type of OER offer learning for private and educational purposes alike, and
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usually support use within some curricula, cross-disciplinary uses, and several
types of learning and learning contexts.
13 Internet Searches for OER
A number of searches were conducted using general keywords such as “free”
and “content”, the names of the test disciplines (Danish, English, mathematics,
science), and specific subjects from the various test disciplines. See chapter 4.5
for further details.
The results were strongly varying in respect of a) if or how many OER were
found, and b) the quality of OER found.
As an example, by searching for "Free learning resources" (Da.: Gratis
læremidler) the first 20 hits gave the following results that could be or were
OER-related:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Two links to pdf articles on Web 2.0 learning,
A list of pdf files with suggestions for science experiments at school,
a reference to the EMU at a public service site in Copenhagen,
a presentation of the EMU at UNI•C,
two lists advertising school books and other content for purchase,
a course for school teachers on using the Internet for teaching
English,
a PowerPoint presentation on digitized learning content and virtual
learning environments,
a SharePoint link at VIAUC.dk for OER searches that could not be
accessed without a login,
two different links to an identical OER on climate and climate
change,
a link to a newspaper article postulating that e-books will be the end
of printed books in the public school (which has been said about
virtually all media with any resemblance to existing media, and has
to date not held true; see also chapter 15.1),
two links to applications for English training and training addition,
which are connected to school books for purchase and where full
access to page content demands a login,
a deep link to a PowerPoint on pedagogical use of learning content
located at the EMU,
a link for a free subscription of a newsletter and an e-journal on
learning content and didactics,
a dead link to a news article entitled "Projects" at UCSYD,
a PowerPoint file on the subject of OER,
two more articles on OER in pdf format.

This is a typical example of how iterations of searches for content or resources
combined with teaching or learning result in links to the EMU, background
information (articles and presentations), offers of seminars or courses,
commercial offers (although the keyword “free” was used in the example), and
occasionally a hit for one or two actual OER.
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13.1 Examples of OER Found in Internet Searches
A list of some of the OER found in the Internet searches with comments on
content and quality can be found in appendix 2.
A closer look at a two examples of larger OER found may illustrate that OER of
high quality can be found.
13.1.1

H.C. Andersen Information

A direct search for the keywords “H.C. Andersen” results in a first hit with an
extensive homepage on the Danish author; www.hcandersen-homepage.dk.
The site includes subpages with biographical information, a complete
bibliography, several complete works by H.C. Andersen, including his
autobiography, “The True Story of My Life”, and his complete fairy tales, photo
galleries, external links to other H.C. Andersen related websites, and
suggestions for school projects, some of which are also available in English.
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H.C. Andersen Information main portal, http://www.hcandersen-homepage.dk.
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An English language biography, http://www.hcandersen-homepage.dk/bibliografi.htm.
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There are several English language subpages available, including Oxford
translations of most of the fairy tales, biographical information, and suggestions
for school projects.

Top of the complete fairy tales list, http://www.hcandersen-homepage.dk/samlede_eventyr.htm.

The site is clearly meant as a large OER for anyone with an interest in H.C.
Andersen, and also as a possible help and inspiration for school teachers.
There is an ad banner on the top of the page, and a number of Google ads to
the left and right.
When the page was first found it contained background or copyright information
for most modern artwork and quotes from other resources, e.g. University of
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Southern Denmark was to be found on the site, but such information seemed to
be lacking for photos, and for modernized versions of Andersen texts. At the
main page bottom, the name and email address of the webpage author was
given. The page was created by Lars Bjørnsten, and a search for his name
revealed that he is a head teacher from Funen, Denmark.
Lars Bjørnsten was contacted for further information. The modernizations of
some of Andersen‟s texts to present-day Danish and downloadable photos on
the pages (except for original photos from H.C. Andersen‟s own time) are Lars
Bjørnsten‟s own. The webpage author immediately added this additional
copyright information to the page.
13.1.2

Matlex

Matlex (http://ga.randers-hf-vuc.dk/matlex) is a large OER for high school level
mathematics. It was finished in 2005, and at that time according to the FAQ it
was sponsored by Aarhus Amt (now a part or the Central Denmark Region),
JavaSketchpad, and Randers HF and VUC (a school and high school level
educational institution for adult learners). Contact information for two teachers
who seem to be the authors of the webpage can also be found in the FAQ.
The notification that Java Sketchpad is among the sponsors, is noteworthy,
since this is an acknowledgment of the value of open source software, of which
the java Sketchpad is an example that has been actively used to add a large
number of applications to the Matlex website.
The site contains entries for all or most of the mathematical subjects at high
school level. Each entry contains a short introduction with historical and
practical background information, and a number of articles with short
explanations of mathematical principles relevant for the subject, examples, and
interactive applications where the results of user inputs are calculated and
shown online.
The pages – including the list of 151 unique article entries found on the main
page – are all so content-filled that an attempt at making a screendump for the
report becomes illegible when fitted to a page; wherefore partial screendumps
would also discredit the actual size of the pages.
On the main page, the first line advises that Matlex should be presented and
explained before it is used. This clearly presents the large Matlex as an OER that
is primarily meant as a supplement to high school teaching. When looking at the
various topics it is also clear that the site demands a certain understanding of
mathematics by the user.
However, users with such an understanding can certainly brush off or add to
their knowledge with the site.
Matlex is an example of a large OER that can be used by teachers and learners,
and which has been created by teachers in order to facilitate learning at a
qualified level.
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13.2 Internet Searches Observations and Comments
As expected, it is quite possible to find OER by searching on the Internet. Some
of the results were identical with results found at the EMU and DUDA portals,
e.g. the “H.C. Andersen” resource described in chapter 13.1.1.
A general observation on results from various iterations of keywords is that the
best way to locate useful OER is to search directly for a specific topic or subject
as the sole keyword. More often than not this will lead to OER hits, but it is
never certain at what class or educational level, or of what quality the results
will be. Internet searches for a specific subject will often result in hits for
subpages of websites where more related educational content can be found. It is
worth taking a closer look at the entire website, since it may result in additional
content that may be relevant for the same learning context as the specific hit.
Synonyms for the subject of interest should also be tried. For example, a search
for “combinations” (Da.: kombinatorik) yielded no results, while a search for
“probability” (Da.: sandsynlighedsregning) resulted in a link to a relevant
subpage of the Matlex OER.
The qualities and educational levels of the results were strongly mixed. This
resulted in observations on mixed quality, which were written into a set of
quality criteria that may be useful for users, and especially for teachers
searching the Internet directly for OER. The quality criteria are listed below in
chapter 13.3. See also Appendix 3 for a list of OER search results where the
quality criteria have been applied.
Some searches had no OER results, some had 2 or 3; mostly 1 OER was found,
sometimes with more than one link leading to different subsections of the same
OER.
This corresponds with the observations from the EMU Content Portal (see
chapter 8.4.3) in an interesting way: The average results for searches for OER
in a collection of links for educational content and for Internet searches both
result in about 5% OER results.
There is a notable difference in the respective contexts, since all references in
the EMU portal are for educational content, while many references in the
Internet searches are for background articles, papers, courses etc.
But while the respective results may not establish a pattern except by
coincidence, it is still an observation that the probability of finding OER in
Danish contexts where OER are not the primary or sole content, seems to be
about one in twenty.
No OER for college or university levels were found during the entire search
process.
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13.3 Quality Criteria – Additional Observations from Internet Searches
While it may seem as a statement of the obvious, it should still be stressed that
searching for OER leads to mixed results, as is likely the case with any Internet
search.
A short discussion of quality criteria for OER may be helpful to teachers and
learners, as some specific observations may be less than obvious, e.g. when
finding OER one may be inclined to accept in good faith that this is for free use
– but in fact there may still be unaddressed or unforeseen copyright issues.
The quality criteria discussed in this subchapter are meant for all potential
users, but include observations for teachers who might want to include OER in
their work as educators.
13.3.1

Content Quality

For all types of OER, content quality is the most important factor for obvious
reasons.
The question of content quality includes:
The content is correct: The subject is described correctly and in a serious
and professional manner.
The content does not contain factual or formal errors in its treatment of
the subject. (Correct symbol uses in mathematical formulae, historical
dates are correct, etc.)
The content is not marred by spelling errors: Incorrect spelling is a sign
of lacking professionalism. Few and unimportant general language errors
may be acceptable, but numerous errors can be a sign that the content
may not be professionally qualified.
The content is sufficiently well structured that it does not cause confusion
or contradictions.
For teachers searching for OER this implies a need to test their finds. Content
may look promising but can still contain errors that make them unsuitable for
teaching purposes.
13.3.2

Creator and Copyright Statements

There should be no possible doubt that the content in an OER is for free use.
It is possible to find online resources that make use of third party content, e.g.
a list of “math games” (see example in appendix 2). Such content may be well
meant, but a teacher or learner cannot be sure that the third party content is
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not protected by legal rights unless this is convincingly addressed in the primary
content.
Copyright statements may vary. For example:
a teacher or teacher group behind an OER may give their names,
backgrounds, or contact addresses in a “contact” or “FAQ” section, stating
that they are the creators of the content, and that the content is public
and therefore meant for public use,
there may be a copyright section explaining terms of use,
there may be a copyright or sponsorship notice somewhere on the
website/document/application,
there may be one or more contact addresses for questions and
comments, including questions on terms of use (and such addresses may
or may not be valid for older content).
In all cases it should be clearly stated, one way or another, what person(s) or
institution(s) created the content, whether third party content is legally
included, and of course that the content is free for general public use.
13.3.3

Links and Interactive Applications Actually Work

Applications – even simple ones - may contain programming errors, and
websites may be incomplete or contain dead links.
Furthermore, interactive content may work perfectly but demand that the user
read instructions for use.
Whether – or how – the content works can only be found out by thoroughly
testing it. This is another reason why teachers would be well advised to do a full
personal test before submitting an OER for class or student use.
13.3.4

Intentional Clarity/Suggestions for Use

An OER in a specific subject may be meant for or suitable for some educational
levels, and for some learning contexts; but it is unlikely that an OER is suitable
for every and all levels and purposes.
An OER for, say, a subject in the fifth grade, may be fine and may be suitable
for more than one kind of use, and this may still be the case if the target group
and intended use(s) have not been specified.
But it is a sign of professionalism if it is stated what educational levels and
contexts an OER is meant for, and also if it is accompanied by suggestions for
use.
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13.3.5

Internet Security

As in all other contexts when searching the Internet, general rules of good
judgment and Internet security applies for OER searches.
Internet searches will often lead to fake or spoof sites, and fake hits may be
generated e.g. by searching for “Free” + “[any other keyword]”. Offers like “Get
FREE Educational Content HERE” are suspicious for being unspecified, and
clicking them may lead to popup ads, signup demands that will simply result in
spam if answered, or worse, malware installations (spyware, trojans, viruses
etc.)
Finally, the same rules apply to OER as to all other content from the Internet:
Downloads should be scanned for malware before opening them.
14 Observations Summary
In this chapter, answers to the reports‟ objectives are given from a perspective
of the sum of observations that were made:
Objective 1: A general status on where, how, and to what extent, and what
types of OER, one can find in Denmark.
From internet searches and from the EMU main portal, the result when looking
for OER was that an average of 5% of the hits or references would be OER.
Private initiatives, often from teachers, result in the existence of OER for most
disciplines and subjects. The exact educational level for such OER varies
strongly. Whether in document or website forms, OER are mostly written
content with information on a subject, but some contain exercises, and online
applications (often for training purposes) can also be found.
The “Trainer” on the EMU home page, and a large private portal, DUDA, give
direct access to a large selection of content for school and high school levels.
OER can also be found at some of the Danish universities. The primary types are
podcasts/video of lectures and websites for specific content. This content is
usually listed as offers for school and high school, but is also of interest to a
wider public, and potentially as reference pages to researchers.
Finally, there are large public portals on specific content for citizen
enlightenment or empowerment, that are research based and potentially can be
used for educational and learning purposes in many contexts. Such portals are
driven by public agencies and/or universities. Several portals of this kind are
created in research projects and collaborations at the universities, where – as
already mentioned - they are generally presented as offers for school and high
school, but some are also known to the public, e.g. from public announcements
or press articles.
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Objective 2: A comparative status on OER at the respective educational levels.
The amount of OER to be found for school level was approximately twice as high
as the amount found for high school.
No OER were found for college level, while some were found at university level.
Several of the latter were listed as content for school and high school but also
had potential as reference content at higher educational levels, and for public
enlightenment at an academic level.
Most OER found at any educational level had potential uses for additional
educational levels, in more than one discipline, and also for personal or private
learning purposes.
Objective 3: Observations on media used for OER and their pedagogical
potentials and implications.
The main media type for OER is websites. Podcasts may be the most significant
alternative, but at present the existing offers are strongly mixed in respect of
content; offers of podcasts for specific subjects could not be found. OER as
online documents were also found, but mostly as shared content at school level.
Applications are rare, and appear infrequently at all educational levels, including
some of the large public OER.
Website OER seem to become more frequent for higher educational levels, along
with more text, higher text complexity, and more offers of additional video
content.
The primary pedagogical implication of the growing amount of information and
complexity as the educational levels get higher, besides from the obvious
necessities causing this, is that higher levels of literacy, receptiveness and
attention are expected and demanded.
While an expectance of higher levels of literacy and maturity at higher ages and
educational levels is certainly understandable and reasonable, this observation
may suggest that a possible loss of awareness and interest in other types of
learning, learning contexts, and preferences follows these expectations.
15 Possible Explanations and Perspectives
On a final note, the observations in the report lead naturally to some thoughts
and perspectives on possible reasons and future solutions for strengthening the
position, awareness and possibilities of OER in the educational as well as the
public area:
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15.1 Laws on Competition
As seen in the case of the EMU, legal issues in the Danish laws on competition
have become an obstacle for making OER easily accessible to the public in
organized listings. (Chapter 8.5)
It may be fair that public funding should not be used to compete with business
life, but whether OER actually compete with commercial products is debatable.
It can certainly be argued that OER are a supplement to teaching and learning
of a kind that hardly has the same uses as e.g. an educational book.
It is a general and recurrent pattern that the emergence of a new medium will
cause some people to claim that the new medium will cause the demise of an
old and established one. Yet, history has continually disproved such claims.
Photography did not replace artistic painting, cinema did not replace scene
performances, television and home video did not replace cinema. The
techniques and technologies within a medium may be developed, but home
video basically remains home video as opposed to cinema, and printed content
remains printed content as opposed to mobile digital media. In this vein, despite
present-day claims to the contrary, e-books are unlikely to replace printed
books. In fact, books that were originally released and are still accessible as free
podcasts are subsequently in demand and sold in printed versions (e.g. by the
author, Scott Sigler). Under these circumstances digital representation, even if
free, hardly seems to affect the continuing demand for printed books in a
negative way.
Doubts as to whether public listing of OER can be regarded as illegal competition
to free commerce have become a hindrance for public institutions and agencies
systematically listing and retrieving OER on the EMU. The impact of this obstacle
becomes clearer when looking at what can be done in private initiatives, such as
the DUDA website described in chapter 9.
If governmental agencies deem it necessary to compromise and refrain from
systematically listing OER for educational use, and possible enhancement of
educational quality, this calls for investigation and if necessary reevaluation of
the legal issues and questions involved. In the unlikely case that OER should
actually make a book obsolete, then it is already obsolete in view of the
existence of the same OER whether they are listed on a public page or not. In
that case, hindrance of listing the OER in question only serves to hide this fact.
Arguably, a book that is worth its price can be sold, and OER are not books.
15.2 Copyright Issues
As seen in the case of large content collections that might have been accessible
to the public on DR (chapter 12.3.1) but never became so, copyright issues are
a hindrance for creation and sharing of sources from recent cultural heritage
and history.
Again, it is understandable that artists and other creators of intellectual property
want to protect their interests. But:
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a) Is it a good signal to the public if one‟s interest is to hinder representation
of one‟s art/products/intellectual property in qualified learning content of
public interest? – and
b) Will such hindrance actually protect any commercial interests?
As it is, content used for qualified learning purposes in professionally created
content is not allowed to be accessed by the public, or to be accessed for free.
Meanwhile, anyone who is so inclined, can access the same content in pirated
versions, e.g. on YouTube (where illegal content may be removed, but also
reappear on a regular basis).
If copyright issues were suspended or given up for professional representations,
there is a greater chance that people would become aware of artists or other
creators of intellectual property, understand them better, and thereby possibly
also become interested buyers for full and original content.
The consequence of the present handling of copyright is that the Danish public
is not allowed to re-experience TV clips from a decade ago, unless they possess
private recordings or find the clips in other places, such as YouTube.
Without any disregard for intellectual property, the best solution would be to
revise the legal issues of copyright, so that content excerpts that are arguably
part of a cultural heritage can be used legally in the interest of the public for
noncommercial and educational purposes.
15.3 Tradition as a Possible Obstacle
The observations of growing demands on literacy for content for higher
educational levels seem to imply, that there is a traditional approach to learning
as a transfer of knowledge gets stronger and as the educational level gets
higher. While higher complexity calls for higher literacy, this does not mean that
a knowledge transfer oriented type of learning is the only way to personal and
educational maturity.
This is not meant to put down maturity or self discipline as such, nor meant to
put down creation or use of OER websites in educational contexts. But it may be
important to point out, that there may be a pattern of leaving behind other
types of learning than are supported in the tradition of the “knowledge transfer”
approach, and that such a tradition based pattern is possibly also found in the
area of OER.
OER often have the potential to support more than one learning type and
context, but it is possible that this demands a shift in the educational culture
and tradition.
A shift towards a more flexible and user-oriented approach to learning could be
manifested e.g. by:
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a) Consciously designing and supporting for design of flexible OER where the
content could lean towards interdisciplinary and/or multi-modal
possibilities of use, e.g. by crediting an amount of podcasts as
publications at universities, and systematically supporting better
representation of various relevant content from searches,
b) An active use of more than one way of representing content, e.g. by
video content offered as podcasts, for download, and in streaming
formats at the same time,
c) Actively profiling OER at the institutional level. For example, podcasts
should be better organized by educational subjects, and offered from
main pages, and complex OER websites should likewise be more visible to
the public.
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Appendix 1 List of Portals

An overview of main portals from the report and their content
Portal name and URL

OER content

En.: EMU

The EMU main portal links directly to content
selections for school and high school as well
as the subportals listed below.

Da.: EMU
www.emu.dk
En.: EMU Trainer
Da.: EMU Træneren
http://traeneren.emu.dk
En.: EMU e-Museums
Da.: EMU e-Museum
http://e-museum.emu.dk/

En.: EMU Content Portal
Da.:EMU Materialeplatformen
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk

En.: Educational InfoGuide
Da.: Fagenes InfoGuide
http://infoguide.emu.dk

En.: DUDA
Da.: DUDA
www.duda.dk

A large selection of online training
applications for school and high school, and
some additional video content.
Listing of content and other offers from
Danish museums and other cultural
institutions. Content can be sorted using the
tags “free” and “online”. Some of the free
and online content is specifically designed for
museum visits, but most of it is OER.
An overview of educational content for
school and high school. Content is listed and
can be searched by educational level, class
level, and discipline. Most is printed and paid
content. Some OER can be found, but
systematic searches for free online content
are not possible.
Listings of website resources for school and
upper secondary education suggested by
teachers, students, or pupils. Suggested
websites are only posted when passing an
editorial quality screening. Over 10,000
Danish and international OER are
represented and can be accessed by
discipline, subdiscipline, or cross-disciplinary
themes.
A large private family initiative, directly
listing Danish OER for school and high school
by disciplines, and themes. Background
information pages and links to ministerial,
legal and scientific content are also listed.
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Appendix 2 OER Found in the EMU Content Portal
Results for Danish, English, mathematics, and science for school and high school
level. A few OER are listed more than once.
Content found in Danish, School Level
“The 1700s on Stage” (Da.: 1700-tallet på scenen): Website with seven articles
on theater in the 1700s, 7th to 10th grade and high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=23088453
Content found in English, School Level
Nothing found.
Content found in Mathematics, School Level
“Andrew and Hilda are Neighbors – a Book on Children‟s Life in Uganda” (Da.:
Andrew og Hilda er naboer – en bog om børneliv I Uganda) is a set of two pdf
textbooks on Uganda, 2nd to 4th grade. Of the two pdf files, one is for pupils and
one is or teachers. The teachers‟ book contains in-depth information and
additional content for more complex reading, rather than instructions and
suggestions for educational activities. The content can thus be seen as a crossdisciplinary OER with background information for ages 8 and up
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=1317262
The content is targeted at the 2nd to 4th grade. It consists.
“The Digital School of Visual Art” (Da.: Den digitale Billedskole”) is a website
with articles on and examples of visual art, exhibited at the museum “Kunsten”
(English: Art) which is located in Aalborg.
A menu link on copyright informs that the art reproduced on the website is
copyright protected, and may not be reproduced, but the content can be
accessed, read, browsed by anyone with an interest in analytical approaches to
the visual arts.
The content is targeted at the 9th and 10th grade. The website includes an open
offer for school classes to visit the museum for free. Free transport is also
available to school classes.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=1324577;
Content found in Science, School Level
“Andrew and Hilda are Neighbors – a Book on Children‟s Life in Uganda” (Da.:
Andrew og Hilda er naboer – en bog om børneliv I Uganda) is a set of two pdf
textbooks on Uganda, 2nd to 4th grade. Of the two pdf files, one is for pupils and
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one is or teachers. The teachers‟ book contains in-depth information and
additional content for more complex reading, rather than instructions and
suggestions for educational activities. The content can thus be seen as a crossdisciplinary OER with background information for ages 8 and up
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=1317262
(This cross-disciplinary item was also referenced in “Mathematics”)
“Charles Darwin and the Tree of Life” (Da.: Charles Darwin og Livets Træ), a
webpage with application leading the user through Darwin‟s discoveries and the
origin of his theory, 5th to 6th grade. The application is also available for
download.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=8806421
“Sea Urchins in Denmark” (Da.: Danske søpindsvin), a PDF book on flint and
flint fossils accompanied with a web site on fossil and live sea urchins, specified
as suitable for the 0th to 10th grade, and high school level.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=17484707
“Steam and Steam Engines” (Da.: Dampens Kraft). Pdf textbook and suggested
assignments, 5th to 7th grade.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=238471
“The Artificial Eye – the Microscope and the Microscopic World. Pdf textbook and
suggested assignments, 4th to 6th grade.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=238528
“Homes Through History” (Da.: De historiske boliger). Web page with pictures
and text on living spaces and life in Denmark at different times in history.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=1378133
“The Small Mammoth” (Da.: Den lille mammut). Website with online
applications on prehistoric life and geology, class levels not specified.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=17016414
Content found in Danish, High School Level
Arksite and Arksite+ is a website with online applications with a crossdisciplinary theme on architecture for all high school educations.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=369804 ;
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=369671
“Liberation in 1945” (Da.: Befrielsen 1945) is a cross-disciplinary website on the
Liberation of Denmark at the end of World War II for all high school educations
and the 9th and 10th grade. The content has been made and located directly in
the EMU.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=4672850
“The Book and the Screen” (Da.: Bogen og skærmen): Online article from year
1999 on the characteristics of printed and digital texts for Danish and
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multimedia lessons in all high school educations. The content is created and
located directly on the EMU.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=16709702
”Children‟s Different Ways of Using Computers” (Da.: Børns forskellige brug af
computeren), Online article from year 2000 on children‟s computer use for
Danish and multimedia lessons in all high school educations. The content is
created and located directly on the EMU.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=16709786
”Cambodia – a Land with Several Dilemmas” (Da.: Cambodja - et land fuld af
dilemmaer) is a cross-disciplinary website on Cambodia for all high school
education. The content has been made and located directly in the EMU.
http://www.emu.dk/gym/3verden/cambodia/index.html
“Chat Language – Innovative and Consciousness Enhancing Experiments” (Da.:
Chatsproget - nyskabende og bevidstgørende eksperimenter): Cross-disciplinary
online article from year 2002 on chat language for high school education. The
content is created and located directly on the EMU.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=16709821
Pastoral Paintings from the Danish Golden Age (Da.: Dansk guldalder:
Landskabsmaleri): Website for lessons in art and Danish with text and picture
examples about pastoral paintings from the romantic artistic epoch in Denmark.
Content for school and high school can be accessed.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=366096
“The Seven Deadly Sins” (Da.: De 7 dødssynder): A cross-disciplinary pdf
textbook on the theme of the seven deadly sins for high school and the 9th and
10th grade.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=825965
“The Female Painters of Funen” (Da.: De kvindelige fynbomalere): A pdf
textbook with assignment suggestions for high school and the 7th to 10th ggrade.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=1457135
The Six hats (Da.: De seks hatte): Online cross-disciplinary article from year
2001 on communication and usability for Danish and multimedia lessons in high
school. The content is created and located directly on the EMU.
http://design.emu.dk/artikler/0146-hatte.html
Content found in English, High School Level
Nothing found.
Content found in Mathematics, High School Level
“The Sea Stallion in the Past and Present” (Da.: Havhingsten I fortid og nutid):
A website on the late Viking age, 4th to 9th grade and high school.
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http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=875518
“The Evolution of the Earth” (Da.: Jordens evolution): Streamed and
downloadable video on the Earth‟s planetary evolution.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=15025103
”Mathematics in Denmark in Tycho brahe‟s Time” (Da.: Matematikken i
Danmark på Tycho Brahes tid): Pdf file on history and development in
mathematics, high school level.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=826523
”Tycho Brahe: Among the Stars and planets” (Tycho Brahe: Mellem stjerner og
planeter): Pdf textbook on astronomical science for history and science lessons
in high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=826583
“Numbers and Numeric Systems” (Da.: Tal og talsystemer): A pdf document on
numeric systems, 8th to 10th grade and high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=404185
“The Knowledge base” (Da.: Vidensbanken): A website with resources on
energy and energy resources, 5th to 10th grade and high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=23196744
Results found in Science, High School level
“Sea Urchins in Denmark” (Da.: Danske søpindsvin), a PDF book on flint and
flint fossils accompanied with a web site on fossil and live sea urchins, specified
as suitable for the 0th to 10th grade, and high school level.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=17484707
(This cross-disciplinary item was also referenced in “Science”, school level)
“Oxygen Reduction and Sea Bacteria” (Da.: Iltsvind og havets bakterier): A
website with articles and assignment suggestions on the sea environment and
biology, 8th to 10th grade and high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=17962137
”Among the Stars and planets – a Digital Learning Game” (Da.: Mellem stjerner
og planeter – et digitalt læringsspil): Online application on astronomical science
for history and science lessons in high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=23364011
Myth and Fact – Ellehammer‟s Flight Attempt in 1906” (Da.: Myter og sandhed:
Ellehammers flyveforsøg i 1906): Cross-discilpinary website, high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=4804104
“When 98% are Unexplained” (Da.: Når 98% mangler en forklaring): Pdf article
on epilepsy for biology, high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=15016887
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“The Planet Simulator” (Da.: Planetsimulatoren): Online application on planets
and astronomy for science, high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=4407282
“The World According to Quasar” (Da.: Quasars verden): Online Application on
gravity, atmospheric conditions, and heat and pressure, 0th to 10th grade and
high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=1403254
“Virtual Galathea 3” (Danish:Virtel Galathea 3): Website with articles, images
and streamed video from the Galathea 3 expedition, 7th to 10th grade and high
school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=4972949
“Naturlex.dk”: Website with alphabetical listings of encyclopedia references for
animal life, 6th to 10th grade and high school.
http://materialeplatform.emu.dk/materialer/public_bogkort.do?id=3385569
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Appendix 3 Examples and Quality Observations
The strongly varying qualities of the results from the Internet searches reflected
in the examples below led to the quality criteria in chapter 13.3.
The list has the OER that seem most convincing at the top, followed by less well
structured or specified OER, and finally with search results that call for a level of
caution at the bottom.
Please note, that the remarks are not meant as objective observations, or as
criticism (the content at the bottom of the list was not tested in any way), but
rather as examples of aspects that call for user awareness when searching for
OER on the Internet.
Examples of OER and hits found in internet searches with remarks on
quality issues.
URL

Content

Remarks

www.nyidanmark.dk

Information and OER for
immigrants and visitors to
Denmark on Danish society and
language. Offered by The
Danish Immigration Service
under the Ministry for Refugee,
Immigration and integration
Affairs.

Large, professional and public
resource, available in Danish
English and for some of the
content other languages. Content
includes links to online learning
modules in Danish, videos on
Denmark and Danish Culture,
external links to further resources
and offers of courses.

http://ga.randers-hfvuc.dk/matlex/sandsyn.ht
ml

Mathematics for high school
level. Background information,
explanations and interactive
formulae and graphs.

A large OER, clearly for public use,
made by high school teachers and
sponsored by public institutions.
See full description in chapter
13.1.2.

www.skoletjenesten.dk

A collection of OER and offers
from museums and cultural
institutions for school and high
school.

Professional and trustworthy OER,
content can also be found at e.g.
e-Museums on the EMU portal.
www.skoletjenesten.d.
Skoletjenesten.dk only covers
content from institutions in two of
the five Danish regions. See also
chapter 8.5.2.

Subsite of special interest:
www.nyidanmark.dk/dadk/Integration/laer_om_d
anmark/laer_om_danmark
.htm

Subsite of interest:
www.skoletjenesten.dk/sid
er/Undervisningsmateriale
/index.html
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URL

Content

Remarks

www.baunenet.dk

Shared school assignments and
suggestions for activities for 2nd
to 5th grade, in the disciplines
history, mathematic, science,
English and a number of
themes and suggestions for
feature weeks.

Copyright information and terms
of use are stated on the front
page along with contact
information for the website
author, who undoubtedly is a
teacher. The news section was last
updated in March 2010. Content
includes e.g. pdf files, an
interactive game on the Roman
emperor Augustus made by the
website author, and online
articles. The content is primarily
targeted at teachers for inspiration
and use in teaching. Some of the
content has comments and
recommendations for use, for
other parts of the content
decisions of use and class level is
left to the user.

http://wiki.matematikbank
en.dk

A Wiki on mathematics for
school level, 9th and 10th grade

Knowledge sharing rather than an
OER: The front page invites
participation from teachers, pupils
and anybody who think they can
contribute. There is no information
on who is behind the initiative,
whether it is still being
maintained, or if there is any
quality screening of content.
Possibly fine for participatory
involvement of pupils in learning
processes, but should be tested
thoroughly for content quality.
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URL

Content

Remarks

www.atwork.dk/kontakt/o
nline.html

Two offers of free educational
content on nutrition

The offer is from a healthcare
consulting company specializing in
e-learning offers. The content
comprises slideshows with
broadcasts from the company‟s
own consultants. Possibly, the
content can be used in some
educational contexts, but the user
should be wary that it may lean
specifically towards theories in
support of the services offered by
the healthcare company. The
content is listed as “free at
present” and should be regarded
as a limited trial offer rather than
OER.

http://matematikonline.dk

A site with listings of
“mathematical games”

The site has a short greeting at
the top and a copyright notice at
the bottom. There is no further
introduction or background
information. The site lists games
with “mathematical themes”
located at external links. There
are short descriptions of each
game; the descriptions have
several misspellings and
grammatical errors. No
information can be found about
copyright for the external links.
The games may look like fun for
school teaching and learning, but
the copyright issues for actively
using the games offered from the
site as well as their learning
potential are questionable.
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URL

Content

Remarks

http://opgaver.com

Offer of access to a collection of
21,205 assignment
solutions/reports/essays
produced by school pupils and
high school students.

For access to the “free content”,
the user must register and accept
to enter “free contests” in order to
earn points that can be used for
content downloads. Terms of use
at the registration page include
acceptance of “offers” and
“contests”, but no information of
user privacy. It is not specified
who is behind the site, who will
benefit from the user‟s
participation in contests and how,
and what kind of offers one is
signing up for, etc. The resources
offered are not OER; it seems to
be a kind of knowledge-sharing,
and with demands of the user
signing up for offers and for
earning points, the use of the
term “free” is debatable.
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